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Van Andrews on trial - part II 
commentary 
By Peggy O'Malley 
Amid the music of Mozart and 
• much clearing of throats. Van C. 
Andrews was arrested Sunday 
night, February 11, on Cal 
Straight*s campus. 
Following his suspension Friday 
evening, February 9, Van was 
forbidden to reenter the lovely 
grounds of Cal Straight. The 
suspension was preceded by a 
blood-and-threat trial that lasted 
four-and-one-half hours, 3:30 -
7:30, on Friday afternoon. 
Informed sources indicate that the 
reason for Van's suspension may 
be that Van allegedly made a 
non-verbal threat on a certain 
professor at the college. 
Before speaking of the 
intricacies of the trial,'the details 
of the arrest of Van C. Andrews 
may be of interest. 
Van, as many of the students at 
Cal Straight realize, has been 
known for displaying unusual 
dress habits (i.e. long white robes 
and lacy tablecloth draped in 
fishnet), for effect while he is in 
the process of protesting. Sunday 
night Van may have been striving 
for more than effect. He was 
stru^ling to keep his freedom. 
Wearing a bushy grey wig and 
other unrecorded items. Van C. 
Andrews paraded up and down 
the aisles of the Mozart concert 
whispering "Shhh!" at the 
audience. It is reported that an 
intermission President Pfau 
"... put the finger on Van 
Andrews." 
It cannot be said at this time 
whether VAn was in violation of 
the Rules of Suspension, whether 
he was disturbing the peace, or 
both, in determining the cause of 
his arrest. 
continued on page 16 
Peggy O'Malley of the Pawprint staff has presented me 
with a series of questions regarding a hearing recently 
conducted on this campus. I regret very much that both 
the California Education Code and Title 5 of the Cali­
fornia Administrative Code prohibit my discussing such 
matters publicly. Under the circumstances# and upon 
the advice of attorney# I can make no comments at this 
time. 
The College has the right to comment on a personnel 
matter only if the individual involved makes public 
the confidential record or reports of the proceedings. 
To date# I have no evidence that such a public revelation 
has been made. 
Unanswered 
questions John M. Pfau Q 
as surely as the 
sunsets, 
spring Is a comin' 
See class scheldule 
beginning on page 4 
SUBJECT: INTERVIEW WITH 
PRESIDENT PFAU 
RE: OUTCOME OF VAN 
ANDREWS TRIAL 
INTERVIEWER: PEGGY 
O'MALLEY 
TITLE: ACTIVITIES EDITOR 
QUESTIONS: 1. According to 
Executive Order No. 148, under 
section entitled "Authority of 
the President," the President is 
accorded final campus 
authority, established pursuant 
to Section 41304, Title 5, of the 
California Administrative Code, in 
all disciplinary procedures. In 
respect to the understanding of 
said aforementioned document, 
were you accorded final authority 
in the trial of Van C. Andrews? 2. 
If so, have you exercised such 
authority previous to this 
writing? 3. In reference to Part 
a. of Section 5 in the heading. 
Immediate Suspension, the 
President is entitled the 
authority of "... the 
President 
immediate suspension of any 
s tuden t  fo r  the  in te r im 
period . ... ," in effect of handling 
disciplinary procedures. In 
accordance with above, did you 
order the immediate suspension of 
Van C. Andrews? 4. In a meeting 
w i th  Nancy  Saunders ,  
E  d  i  to  r - In -Ch ie f  o f  the  
PAWPRINT, on a preceding 
Friday afternoon, Nancy 
ind ica ted  tha t  i n  the  
Publications Code of the 
college, the President of said 
college shall be permitted the 
opportunity to defend his actions 
to the college faculty and/or 
student body, if he so wishes. 
Would you like to present a 
supporting statement of your 
disciplinary actions in the Van C. 
Andrews trial? 
— Cer ta in ly  any  o ther  
comments presented to the 
PAWPRINT by the President of 
the college will be welcome. 
Thank you, sir. 
/ 
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Letters to the Editor 
The middle 
finger 
To Our Editor — 
The recent middle-fmger gesture 
of the college high-powers toward 
Van Andrews appears a reaction 
of at most, frustrated, egos. 
Andrews has been crusading in a 
d ramat i c ,  more  o r  less  
tongue-in-cheek manner for some 
time now. You might say he is our 
resident crusader rabbit. His 
dramatics, while pointed, were at 
the least amusing and never 
abusive or socially vicious; they 
weren't even obscene. 
A question then arises as to the 
reasons for Andrew's recent trial 
and internment. The only reason I 
can think of (other than gross 
predjudice or totalitarianism) is 
Andrew's presserverance. He's like 
the Dickil^d on the Hippos back, 
the thorn in Pfau's paw. He's kept 
at his crusading so long that the 
administration won't ignore him 
any  longer .  (Espec ia l l y  
considering people are beginning 
to believe him.) Tbey can't fire 
him so they decided to crucify 
him. What surprises me is the 
length to which President Ffaii has 
pushed the issue. 
The other night Van Andrews 
was arrested at the Mozart concert 
and booked. Usually on a first 
offense (Andrews has never been 
booked before) the individual is 
released on his promise to appear. 
However, Pfau made a phone caU 
and requested that Andrews not 
be released on his word. The 
police complied. This use (rather 
misuse) of official power must 
cas t  doub ts  as  to  the  
administrations just and righteous 
pretentions in even the most 
congenial mind. 
Now, if my assumptions of 
motive are innocent, please 
correct me. I'm sure I don't have 
all the facts in the face of the 
procedural censure. But, if I'm 
not correct. President Pfau, how 
do you justify your actions? 
Van would make a most 
peculiar martyr, but I can't think 
of a better way to go about it 
than the administrations method. 
Rob Blakeley, 
Senior 
A sandbox 
for the 
administration 
I can remember it alt now, that 
day at Van's house. We had just 
finished doing what we normally 
do on days like that. It was at that 
particular moment that Van 
decided we had all waited long 
enough, and he proceeded to tell 
us all the story of his arrest. All 
about how he had decided to go 
to a concert that had been held 
the evening before. And how that 
evening changed his life. 
Just prior to the evening of the 
Mozart concert, Van had been 
served notice that he had been 
suspended from school and was 
not allowed to set foot on college 
property until special permission 
was granted. But Van wanted to 
see the concert, so he proceeded 
to his bedroom and took disguise 
in a wig and other assorted odd 
clothing. And went to the concert 
in the hope that no one would 
recognize him. But upon leaving 
the concert he was fingered out to 
the campus police by a man we 
affectionately called Professor 
President. After Professor 
h-esident had done his dirty work 
the campus police finished the job 
by carting him off with his hands 
Pfau vs. 
the people 
handcuffed behind his back to 
the'county jail. He was arrested 
for the ghastly crime of being on 
the Stote College property and 
was charged with a misdemeanor, 
bail was set at $125. 
That very evening I had gone 
over to Van's to spend the evening 
with him as one of his roommates 
was very sick and the other was 
gone. But at the very moment I 
was walking up to the door of his 
house, he was walking up to a 
desk in the campus police station 
as his arrest report was being 
made out. We never got together 
that night. I wrote him a note 
telling him that I had been over to 
see him, but that nobody had 
been home. I wedged the note by 
the screen door and left. 
The next day after classes I 
returned to Van's which is a usual 
habit of mine. And upon arrival I 
saw Goat Beard and Ralph pull up 
next to me in Ralph's blue VW. 
WE alt got out, greeted, and 
started for the door. It was a dark 
and dreary day, the clouds hung 
low in the sky, blocking the tops 
of the mountains from view. All 
the rain we had been getting was 
turning the entire valley the most 
beautiful shade of green and 
making it look kind of like the 
way Hawaii looked when I saw it 
last year. That was when Ralph 
related to me the news that Van 
had been arrested. He dominated 
the conversation with great 
philosophical detail talking about 
all the possible effects of the 
situation. We then decided that it 
was time that we go to the 
campus police station and find 
- out exactly where they had taken 
him. 
When we got to the station I 
asked the secretary about the 
arrest. She let me talk to 
Lieutenant IKck P. tracy who 
informed me that Van had been 
taken to the county jail. He then 
did me a favor by calling up the 
jail to see if Van had been bailed 
out and found out he had. The 
entire staff was very nice. 
We talked with another member 
of the police staff and were given 
information directly from the 
arrest report. And found the only 
thing missing was the name of the 
person who had tipped them off. 
We were then informed after 
detailed questions that the taking 
down of an informant's name was 
standard procedure, but that it 
simply was not done for some 
unknown reason in this case. All 
the conversation drifted to this 
point and we have information 
from a reliable source that the 
informant was a high official in 
the college hierarchy. And besides 
that the illustrious Professor 
Ih%sident was also in attendance 
at the concert. Remember that 
the finger points both ways. 
Van was home again by 2:15, 
then quickly left for the bank to 
withdraw the necessary money to 
pay back Mary for bailing him 
out, and then returned to his 
friends. We all await the outcome 
of his arraignment. And sitting 
back now I wonder exactly how 
far the administration is going to 
carry on this farce. It seems to me 
that this ego trip they're getting 
stoned on is going to have to stop 
soon. They all do. So come on, 
kids, recess is over. Let's stop 
playing games, get out of the sand 
box and go back to school. But in 
the process another dirty 
footprint appears on the chest of 
the student, the kind that just 
doesn't wash out. 
By DUANE E. THOMAS 
SO, THE VAN ANDREWS 
CRUSADE is dead. Like all 
idealists, Van foolishly believed in 
the ultimate triumph of Right 
over Might. Our Gloved Foul 
Administration behaved in the 
most exemplary tradition of all 
previous reactionary corpuses in 
the manner in which it 
out-maneuvered and bested our 
dear late lamented Van. 
VAN ANDREWS was  to l rab le ,  
but just barely, to the 
Administration (some professors 
on -this campus would have 
themselves and us believe that 
there is no such entity as this 
s h a d o w y ,  s o - c a l l e d  
"Administration," but they are 
deluding only themselves and a 
few callow students) when his 
views and actions were directed 
only at a single obscure 
department of CSCSB, the 
so -ca l led  "Ph i losophy"  
department, but when his targets 
of opportunity expanded to 
include the entire moribund, if 
not fossilized, educational 
philosophy of this school 
(so-called), and, worst, when these 
views found a sympathetic and 
growing audience from among the 
heretofore Admi nistration-i m-
posed apathetic student body, the 
Foul Administration had to act, 
and act incisively. 
THE RESULTS of this action 
are only now being made available 
to historians and the full story 
may never be known. This modest 
compendium contains only the 
broadest aspects and implications 
of the death of Truth at CSCSB. 
DESPITE A  NATURAL 
ADVERSION to underhanded-
ness, chicanery, conspiratorial 
Star-chamber proceedings, one 
must nevertheless admit to the 
short-term efficacy of such 
ph i losophy  i ca l l y - in  sp i red  
misdeeds as compiled by the Foul 
Administration. Adhering to the 
dogmas so proudly proclaimed by 
this college, the minions of the 
Great Lord Foul everywhere 
assiduiously live by the First 
Great Dictum: A Lie in Defense 
of Truth is no Lie. 
SINCE VAN ANDREWS was 
the duly-elected ASB President, a 
way had to be found to effect a 
coup d'etat without the slightest 
t a in t  o f  Admin is t ra t ion  
complicity. The L.eveige Affair 
provided the tool for the firet step 
in the circuitous road which 
ultimately led to the demise of 
Van Andrews. 
KNOWING VAN BETTER than 
themselves, the Administration 
minions did their worst to 
influence the departure of Mr. 
Leveige (creative and effective 
professors have a habit of 
disappearing from this campus. 
Like the Nixon Administration, 
the Foul regime fully supports the 
First Law of Bureaucracy: 
Mediocrity is Survival.) Once the 
ouster of Mr. Leveige was 
accomplished, the Administration 
knew Van would have to stage a 
symbolic act of protest, and this 
Van did by resigning from his 
office as ASB President. 
ONCE STRIPPED OF the 
protection of his office. Van 
' proved to be easy game for the 
vo rac ious  Fou l  m in ions .  
Bureaucratic harassment hounced 
Van from protest to protest, 
culminating in his suspension 
from school and public arrest on 
campus. 
AND ALL THIS TIME where 
were the students of CSCSB in 
whose behalf Van was waging his 
quixotic quest? Glued to their 
TV's, undoubtedly, or reading 
valueless and irrelevant doctoral 
dissertations our professors pass 
off as writing. 
WELL, I for one am fed up to 
here with the whole atmosphere 
of apathy which prevails at 
CSCSB. Lacking the resources 
with which to terminate this 
institutional abrogation of Truth 
and Justice, I can only offer this 
feeble and totally ineffectual 
attempt at informing an uncaring 
and impotent public; and once 
having made the attempt I can 
only quietly accede to the 
inevitable oblivion of apathy. 
I KNOW that you, the reader, 
will faithfully follow yet another 
CSCSB dictum, not because you 
consciously want to perhaps, but 
because your classes and 
professors have conditioned you 
to so react, namely: Read and 
Retain until after Finals. 
Thereafter use in the bathroom if 
it won't clog the drain. 
— Cincinnatus, 73 
From a 
thankful 
student 
This is to let you know that the 
great hurricane Van C. Andrews 
saga may soon be over, thanks to 
our wonderful wizzard of a 
president. 
It warms my heart to know that 
our President and Father-Figure 
Pfau has been so carefully 
watching over the fragile minds of 
his little Cal State students and 
that he is making sure we will NO 
longer be exposed to the terror of 
Van C. Andrews and his terrible 
and evil philosophy FUNKIFIZE. 
Yes, Father Pfau and friends 
have been using all their means of 
pressure and coercion to keep 
dangerous Van off campus. And 
night before la^t it all came to a 
head when our ever perceptive 
guardian angel recognized sneaky 
Van, in cognito (grey wig and 
sunglasses) at the Mozart concert 
and had him arrested for being on 
campus without permission. 
That great piece of action 
inspires me to write a thank you 
poem. 
We thank you Pfau and Friends 
Oh yes we do 
We Cal State students might 
have to THINK 
If it weren't for you. 
a thankful student 
unidentified 
Andrews 
character 
reference 
Van Andrews' dealings with the 
law were described by Walter 
Kadyk, chief of college police as 
very cooperative. When Van was 
served written notice to leave the 
campus immediately and at his 
later arrest at a Mozart concert, 
for violation of sec. 626.4 cpc, a 
misdemeanor, he cooperated with 
the procedures. Kadyk said of 
Van Andrews, "He does not seem 
the violent type, pleasant not 
sarcastic." Kadyk explained that 
his office did not have anything to 
do with the formal charges dealt 
with in Mr. Andrews' hearings but 
that his office had received the 
call to pick up the subject at the 
concert. 
The party who placed the call 
was information not available 
from the college police at the time 
of PAWPRINT'S interview but 
Mr. Andrews assures us that it was 
no less than Chairman Pfau 
himself who had seen him at the 
concert and called for his capture. 
Son of daily 
Pawprint 
The seniors' 
lament 
The concern but lack of support 
for Van Andrews has reached its 
all time chic radical, gad fly, 
non-v io len t  head-k ick ing  
maximum. The senate held a four 
hour, three location meeting on 
Valentine's day and decided not 
to do anything. The meeting started 
on the library's fifth floor but was 
driven into executive session in 
Dean Monroe's office when 
concerned students began asking 
questions at the senate meeting to 
find the facts on Van Andrews 
arrest. 
The stories that come down 
form this episode lead many to 
believe that the episode was 
actually a plot to dispose of the 
man who outniggers uncle tom's 
dying curse. In the hearing over 
Van Andrews' disruption of 
classes, they say it is clear that the 
charges were trumped when ALL 
professors summoned into the 
hearing said he had not disrupted 
classes. 
The charge was then changed to 
entering classes, and Van Andrews 
a student was exiled from CSCSB 
because he entered classes. 
The exile was brought about 
then in an interplay between Van 
Andrews and Dean Monroe , there 
was an allusion to the latter 
needing thugs and goons for 
bodyguards. The statement has 
since been judged a threat and 
Van Andrews, the accepting 
diciple of FUNKIFIZATION has 
been allowed to come back on 
probation. Presumably Van 
Andrews will be allowed to attend 
classes as long as he does not enter 
classrooms. Van Andrevrs will no 
longer be allowed to give his 
sermons on the every one is a God 
concept of FUNKIFIZATION at 
this institution. 
"Academies, that are founded 
at the public expense are 
instituted not so much to 
cultivate men's natural abilities as 
to restrain them." 
Spinoza 
As graduation looms so 
importantly large in our future we 
concerned seniors have been 
Flailing about trying to decide on 
the proper sendoff as we will be 
placed on the plank over the abyss 
of the threshold to the path of 
life. We have been discussing the 
de ta i l s  o f  commencement  
exercises and all its related 
problems. The discussions have 
been quite lively as there are 
certain factions who are opting 
for polka dotted gowns and micky 
mouse ears for caps. In order to 
squash this radicalism (nip it in 
the bud) someone brou^t up th'' 
objection that these things needed 
to be decided by all seniors and 
not just the concerned ones who 
were present at the meetings. As 
consequence there is going to be a 
questionair mailed out to all 
seniors who have filled out grad 
checks. This questionair is 
designed to let those who are not 
interested settle this matter once 
and for alL 
The next meeting of the 
concerned seniors will be on 
Tuesday,February 27,at 11:00on 
the fifth floor of the library. The 
secret pas.sage Into the fifth floor 
is at the north east corner of the 
building after a careful search and 
a few magic words (=*&%) the 
wall will slide open and reveal the 
freight elevator. 
John Newsome 
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Editorial 
Talking about 
Van 
Talking about other people, in a 
personal or public way, seems to 
me to be something to avoid if at 
all possible. But what can you do 
when a dear friend is publicly 
humilated by an off-beat college 
administration? Even if Van 
Andrews were not my friend, I 
would still fear for his educational 
future simply as a fellow student 
and memt^r of the same human 
sub-group. In my experience, I 
never knew Van to be offensive to 
others in his come-on. If anything, 
he stimulated actions and ideas in 
a most provocative style. And we 
must all admit — Van has style. 
It is now apparent that 
academic freedom does not exist 
on this campus. Perhaps it never 
did. Van has been silenced in a 
startlingly militaristic manner. I 
will not waste my words or 
though ts  b las t ing  the  
administration responsible for this 
disgusting action against Van. Let 
it suffice to say that there is 
absolutely no rapport whatsoever 
be tween s tuden ts  and  
administration at this institution. 
We are, in their eyes, inferior 
beings who are to be silenced as 
efficiently as possible whenever 
we may venture to stray from a 
straight student role. 
Van, my heart goes out to you 
as the victim of such a wicked 
irrational, and presumtuous game 
but I sincerely wish that if you 
insist on talking about others you 
would do so in front of their faces 
(i.e: "The Daily Pawprint 
attacks). 
Nancy Saunders 
WHAT STOKELEY HAD TO SAY 
Stokely Carmlchael on Pan 
Africanism, recorded by Kent 
Grant 17 Feb. 73 at the Watts 
Mental Health Qinic in Los 
Angeles... 
. . .  For  a  revo lu t ion  to  be  
successful all the people must be 
totally involved in struggle 
twenty-four hours every day. A 
revolutionary must look at the 
problems, analyze them, and then 
pose solutions to the people, who 
have to then understand in order 
to fight. There is no mysticism 
involved. 
Pan Africanism is dealing with 
World Revolution of Africans all 
over the world. We here are all 
Africans — Africans bom in the 
U.S. And we here have the same 
problems that the black man in 
Bermuda, Algeria, Brazil, 
Johannesburg, and on, and we all 
have to get our house together 
before we can help each other. 
The Chinese contribute to 
revolutionary movements all over 
the worid; But not before their 
house was in order. 
Africans all over the world have 
three things in common. 
1 are landless people. 
2 .  . . .  are  v i c t ims  o f  cap i ta l i sm.  
3.. . .are victims of racism. 
Now a revolutionary can't just 
be against something. He must 
also be fore something. You see, 
he has a double purpose. He 
speaks for a new system while he 
speaks to an old system. 
This niew system is scientific 
socialism and its objective is for 
the destruction of racist 
imperialism and for Pan 
Africanism. You see, what we 
have been through, can't no one 
else go throu^. Our objective 
solves three problems — racism, 
I • 
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imperialism, and poverty through 
scientific socialism. 
Africa is our land. America is 
the land of the Red Man; Europe, 
the White and Asia, the Yellow 
Man. Hiis society we live in is 
vicious and barbaric. We must 
rega in  a  va lue  sys tem 
diametrically opposed and 
- u n c o m p r o m i s i n g ,  
U N c o m p r o m i s i n g ,  
UNCOMPROMISING to  
American values. 
Africa is the richest continent in 
the world, in the world. Africa is 
the richest continent in the world 
— and not just materially. 
Understand, she has contributed 
to worid culture and civilization 
for thousands of years. Our 
problem here, is that we don't 
equate richness with humanity, 
but with technology — big cars. 
Revolution only succeeds if the 
principles are just; ours are on the 
side of justice. After we beat the 
white man, we'll give the red man 
back his land, and we'll go 
home! ... applause. 
There are two groups of 
Africans. The first were taken 
away from their land and the 
second had their land taken away 
from them. When organized and 
powerfully united, Africa will be 
one. And man, she's gigantic. 
Africa is gigantic — from Cape 
Town to Egypt. When one African 
speaks, millions of Africans 
around the world will have 
spoken. It has to be that crystal 
clear. 
The system this society has 
built is tockwards. The cities are 
breaking down. It takes you twice 
as long to drive to and from work 
than it took ten years ago. Now 
you tell me, that's progress; And 
you might lose your life with the 
lunatics you have to drive with on 
the freeway. We have to change 
our value system. 
In this system, money is more 
important than man. No doubt 
about it! This element from wall 
street has infiltrated into our 
communities — the dope pusher, 
the pimp. Man is the most 
essential element, not money. It's 
the man who makes the money, 
not money that makes the man. 
Money must not dominate man 
but man must dominate it (It's 
intelligent use). We have to keep 
.saying, 'Man is more important 
than money. Man is more 
important than just money!' 
Individualism is less important 
than the rights of the people. The 
only way we can raise ourselves is 
by working together. A few 
people (individuals) who own 
property called capitalist, exploit 
labor and then use the money to 
do whatever they want with it. To 
be a capitalist you must own the 
means of production. That's why 
there are no black capitalists and 
very few capitalists all told. What 
we do have are plenty of house 
servants. Mao calls them "running 
dog lackeys" serving the interest 
of the capistalist. They are 
aspiring to be capitalist but they'll 
never make it 'cause they're being 
exploited systematically. It's the 
house nigger who'll be working 
twice as hard as the master to put 
out the master's burning house. 
It costs the capitalist who 
manufactures shirts one dollar, 
including the fifty cents he pays 
you, to make a shirt. Then this 
capitalist sells the shirt to the 
store for four dollars. When you 
go to buy the shirt it's gone cost 
you Ave dollars. Now you tell the 
man that you gone strike unless 
you get a dollar fifty. So he says, 
O.K., and gives you the dollar 
fifty. Then he sells the shirt to the 
store for six dollars and you have 
to buy it at eight — spiralling 
continued on page 14 
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Quarter's 
credit by 
comp. exam 
The traditional walls of the 
college classroom are being 
pushed out in the face of exciting 
new ways of learning. 
One of the more distinctive 
Innovations in testing knowledge 
and giving credit is being 
pioneered at California State 
College, San Bernardino. It will 
provide the opportunity to get a 
full quarter's credit through one 
examination. 
The brainchild of Dr. Leslie Van 
Marter, professor of philosophy, 
the proposed program is formally 
entitled: "Comprehensive 
Examinations: An Alternative to 
Multi-Course Classroom 
Instruction." 
In layman's language, it means 
that a student may take one 
examination over the content 
covered in three courses and if he 
passes, earn 15 quarter units of 
credit instantly. 
Educationally, however, it's not 
quite that simple. The student 
who earns 15 units of credit, one 
quarter's full load, must have 
done a considerable amount of 
independent study. 
One of the significant factors in 
the pilot project, which will be 
tested during spring quarter, will 
be to determine whether students 
can be motivated to undertake 
more responsibility for their own 
learning. 
Dr. Van Marter and his 
colleagues have identified several 
reasons why a student might opt 
for this type of learning 
experience. One might be the 
realization that he would not need, 
to spend 12 hours a week in a 
classroom. Rather, he would have 
the flexibility to study when and 
where he wanted. Someone living 
a distance from the campus could 
eliminate the daily trek from 
home to class. 
The student who has a strong 
background or a deep curiosity 
about a core of knowledge could 
plunge into the experience and 
immerse himself without regard 
for other courses. The working 
individual who wants a college 
degree can in effect "eat his cake 
and have it too." 
Development of a prograni 
which represents so radical a 
departure from traditional 
learning patterns is not a simple 
task. Dr. Van Marter and his 
committee have been working 
during the first two quarters of 
the academic year. First, they had 
to identify the courses which 
would adapt to such a program. 
Now they are developing the' 
study guides and resources which 
will assist the student in covering 
the full range of knowledge 
incorporated in these classes. And 
by no means least of the tasks,-
they must develop an examination 
which will adequately and fairly 
test whether a student has 
synthesized the body of 
knowledge for which he is seeking 
credit. 
The time and resources needed 
to undertake such a study are 
provided through a $19,774 grant 
from the California State 
University and Colleges. Monies 
are from the Fund for Innovation 
and Improvement, financed by a 
Legislative appropriation in 
reponse to a thrust for innovation 
in education initiated by 
Chancellor Glenn Dumke. 
Working with Dr. Van Marter 
are Dr. Bernhardt Mortenson, 
sociology; Dr. Wallace Cleaves, 
COURSE 
1- 99 
100-299 
300-499 
500-599 
600-099 
REMINDER 
NUMBERING SYSTEM 
Non-credit courses 
Ix>wer-division courses desijfned primarily for freshmen and sophomores 
Upper-division courses of junior and senior level which may be used as 
graduate credit when taken by a graduate student (Note: courses must 
be accepted in specific gra<iuate program) 
Courses for advanced upper-division, fifth-year credential and graduate 
students 
Courses for. graduate students 
ROOM CODE 
Administration Building . A 
Biological Sciences Building BI 
Physical Sciences Building . .. PS 
Physical Education Facility and Pool . . . . PE 
Fine Arts Building FA 
Library-Classroom Building LC 
Student Services Building S 
Determine your eligibility for enrolling in each course by consulting the course descriptions in the current catalog. Many require 
prior completion of other courses, consent of instructor or department head, admission to the Teacher Credential Program, etc. 
Failure to meet these requirements could cause a delay in registration. 
Schedule 
No. 
Dept. and 
Catalog No. 
1000 OS 101 
1001 GS 101 
2008 GS 130 
2009 GS 130 
2010 GS 130 
2011 GS 131 
2400 •Math 101 
2401 •Math 101 
2402 •Math 101 
1008 GS 105 
1009 GS 105 
1200 Dram 120 
1014 GS 180 
1250 Eng 110 
1960 FL 46r-
1361 FL 460 
aist FL 460 
1868 SptM 441 
1019 GS 190 
1020 GS 190 
1400 Fren 101 
1401 •Fren 102 
1402 *Fr«n 103 
1450 Ger 101 
1461 •Ger 102 
1462 •Ger 103 
1600 •Russ 103 
1650 Span 101 
1661 •Sp«n 102 
1662 •Span 103 
166S •Span 103 
1664 •SfMUS 103 
2B00 GS 106 
2001 GS 108 
2002 GS 108 
2003 GS 108 
2604 GS 108 
9005 GS 108 
2006 GS 109 
2007 GS loe 
2300 Chem 1(X) 
2301 Chem 100 
2302 Chem 100 
2303 Chem 100 
4000 G8 142 
4001 G8 166 
4002 GS 156 
,4003 GS 160 
Course Title G E N E R A L  
B A S I C  S T U D I E S  
E n g l i s h  C o m p o s i t i o n  
Freshman Composition 
Freshman Composition 
(Olagnoitic Lab. enrollment by advisement only) 
M a t h e m a t i c s  
The Ideas of Mathematics 
The Ideas of Mathematics 
The Ideas of Mathematics 
Basic Concepts of Calculus 
Pre-Calculus. Mathematics 
Pre-Calculus Mathematics 
Pre-Calcuius Mathematics 
P h i l o s o p h y  
Argument and Evidence 
Argument and Evidence 
O r a l  C o m m u n i c a t i o n  
Oral (Dommunication 
H U M A N I T I E S  
M u s i c  
Studies in Music 
L e t t e r s  —  L i t e r a t u r e  
World Literature I 
Ufafrature in Translation: German 
Literature in Translation: Russian 
LHcmtur* in Translation: Freisch 
Mexican Literature in TrandfltloQ 
L e t t e r s  —  P h i l o s o p h y  
Studies in Philosophy 
Studies in Philosophy 
L e t t e r s  —  L a n g u a g e  
Elementary French I 
Elementary French IF 
Intermediate French I 
Elementary German 1 
Elementary German II 
Intermediate German I 
Intermediate Russian I 
Et«mentary Spanish I 
Elementary Spanish II 
Intermediate Spanish I 
Intermediate Spanish I 
Intcmiediate SpaiUsh I 
N A T U R A L  S C I E N C E S  
L i f e  S c i e n c e s  
•oftl 
Suction Room Instructor Timo Oeri Unth ,  E D U C A T I O N  
LC 296 Kooq 9:00 MTHtF f 
Lab LC 17 ILOO MTTh 
1 BI 101 Murphy. 9:00 MTWTh 5 
2 BI 101 Staff 10:00 MTTHF 6 
3 BI 101 Choate • 2:00 MWTI^ 6 
BI 104 Hafstrom 10:00 MWThF 6 
1 LC 276 Staff 9:00 MWThF 5 
2 BI 102 Spacer 1H» MTThF 6 
3 BI 102 Staff 6-6t60 p.m. TTh 
4 
6 
1 LC 269 Staff 10:00 MTThF 6 
2 LC 269 Staff 12:00 MTIbF 6 
LC 268 Staff 10:06- MTTWF 6 
PS 10 Staff 11:00 MTThF 6 
LC 250 Slusser .. 1:00 MWThF 6 
1 LC 293 JOBIM 1:00 MTThF 6 
2 LC 224 Graaihouee 10:00 MTThF 5 
t LC m Rydall «^ 9>5E 5 
LC 224 CUrk 11:00 MTThF 5 
1 LC 286 Crocker 9:00 MTWTh S 
2 LC 258 Crocker llKiO MTWTh 5 
IX 224 Staff 9:00 MTThF 5 
LC 298 Laimt 9:00 MTThF . S 
LC 293 La bat 12:00 MTThF S 
IX 258 Staff 9:00 MTThF 5 
IX 258 Johns 10:00 MTThF 
LC 2S8 GraathoUse 12:00^  MTThF G 
IX 245 Greathouse 8:00 MTThF 5 
" LC 217 Staff 10:00 TWThF 6 
LC 293 Waggoner 10:00 MTThF 6 
1 LC 268 Waggoner 9M MTThF 5 
2 IX 293 CMiver 11:00 TWThF 5 
S LC 246 Staff ' 7.8:66 P.B1. TTh 5 
StudonH rtgh«*rin9 for GS lOt ond iW murt rogirtor loctum and * Ub. 
Topics in Biol<^ 
Tof4es in BI(4on' 
Organisms and Evolution 
P h y s i c a l  S c i e n c e s  
ChemistiY in the Modem World 
(Stud«Mte (tnreinRg in Uctur* imnt anroll ia em of fhe lollewing labs. 
S O C I A L  S C I E N C E S  
World Civilizations II, The Civilizations 
of the East and West 
Minority Groups in America 
Minority GrouiK in America 
Contemporary Civilization II 
Lec 1 LC 27 Mankau 11:00 MTThF 5 
Lab la BI 106 Staff 12-2:60 F 
Lab lb BI 106 Staff 1-3:50 Th 
Lab Ic BI 105 Staff 9-11:50 W 
Lec 2 BI 101 Staff 7-8:50 p.m. TTh B 
Lab 2a BI 105 Staff 7-9:50 p-m. W 
Lec BI 101 Sokoh^ 1:00 MTThF 5 
lah BI 226 Mankau 1-3:60 , w 
Lec BI 101 Harris BiXf MTWTh : 5 
l ll l a l .) 
8-9:60 Lab ! PS 225 Staff F 
Lab 2 PS 225 Staff 9-10:50 M 
Lab 3 PS 225 Staff 1-2:50 W 
LC 206 Campbell 10:00 MTThF 6 
1- LC 206 Tenorio 5-6:50 p.m. TTh S ^ 
2 LC 245 Kahama 9-12:60 S ' '-5 -1 
LC 263 Herold 1-2:50 TTh 
• Indicates courses which have a prerequisite; pleaM check the catalog befora completing registration. 
psychology; Dr. Ronald Taylor, 
biology; and Dr. Waiter Zoecklein, 
philosophy. 
The sociologist and the 
psychologist each are adapting 
three existing courses which are 
part of the mandatory core 
curriculum for their majors. Dr. 
Mortenson is working with 
upper-division sociology courses 
and Dr. Cleaves Is combining 
upper and lower-division 
psychology courses. As a second 
option for sociology majors. Dr. 
Mortenson also is preparing a 
package of upper-division 
electives. 
Dr. "^ecklein is inventing an 
upper-division general education 
comprehensive examination, not 
modeled on specific courses but 
encompassing broader areas in the 
liberal arts. Dr. Taylor is deciding 
whether to construct a single 
comprehensive test based on a 
core of upper-division courses or 
to cover one specific area of 
biol(^y. 
"We hope this program will 
motivate students to want to take 
the mandatory core for a major at 
one crack. The core will not be 
presented as three, disconnected 
study guides but as one 
integrated, interrelated learning 
experience which will develop a 
student's ability to synthesize 
information from various 
courses," said Dr." Van Marter. 
"The program is not designed to 
be an Oxford tutorial, with 
frequent personal contact with a 
professor," he added. 
The study aids and materials, 
organized in propoer sequence to 
be pretty self sufficient, will be 
handed out to the students at 
registration. Some existing 
resources will be used, as well as 
those prepared specifically for this 
program. Both audio and visual 
resources, in addition to written 
guides, will be available to the 
student. Sample tests to be taken 
along the way will check the 
student's level of competency as 
he progresses. 
"In our pilot program this 
coming quarter, we will need 
more feedback from the 
students," explained the project 
director. "Later, the amount of 
contact will be less." 
One of the criteria imposed by 
the Chancellor's Ofrice in granting 
Dr. Van Marter funds for his 
project was that it must be 
"exportable." The professor 
believes there is no doubt that it 
can be adapted on any of the 
other state university or college 
campuses or that it can be used in 
external degree programs. 
"A student enrolls in this 
project the same as he does for 
any other single course. He gets 
residence credit at the San 
Bernardino campus and a letter 
grade denoting the success of his 
efforts." 
The project, says its author, 
pioneers a new option for the 
evening or part-time student and 
has great potential for the 
individual living some distance 
from the campus. It ultimately 
could speed progress through 
college for the regular student. 
As part of an experimental study 
being conducted this term, students 
now have new opportunities to 
spend a full quarter out of the 
classroom while preparing for 
comprehensive examinations that 
serve as an alternative to regular 
course instruction. Because each 
examination will cover the 
equivalent of at least three regular 
courses, the passing of any one 
complete exam will earn fifteen or 
more quarter units. Every student 
who registers will receive detailed 
instructions, study guides, and 
other materials to help him guide 
himself during preparation for the 
test of his choice, to be taken 
toward the end of the regular term. 
There arc one or more 
comprehensive tests available in 
three departments: sociology, 
biology, and psychology, and also 
in the field of upper-division 
required Cienerai Education. 
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Summer study in Europe 
Bob Turley, Assistant Professor 
of Sociology at San Bernardino 
Valley College, and Anne '^rley, 
Reading Specialist at California 
State College, San Bernardino, are 
DOW enrolling students for a 
second study tour of Europe this 
summer. 
The student may earn a 
minimum of three transferable 
units in sociolo^ from Valley 
College while irisiting London, 
Amsterdam, Munich, East and 
West Berlin, Vienna, Belgrade, 
Yugoslavia; Athens, Rome, 
F l o r e n c e ,  M o n t r e a u x ,  
Switzerland, and Paris. 
The six-week tour will leave Los 
Angeles on July 3 and return 
on August 15. The all-inclusive 
tour cost of $1195.00 covers all 
transportation (jet, train, steamer, 
bus), hotels, two meals a day, 
sightseeing tours, travel 
information and insurance. 
Mr. and Ms. Turley are 
experienced travelers; besides 
having taken a group of Valley 
College students on a similar tour 
diiring the summer of 1971, 
they've traveled throughout most 
of the U.S., across southern 
Canada, to Mexico City and they 
served two years in the Peace 
Corps in East Africa. 
The first meeting for all who are 
interested will be held on 
Thursday, February 15, at 7:30 in 
the SBVC Campus Center 
Fountain Room. Featured will be 
Mr. Hans Kolb of Study Tours, 
who is responsible for making the 
touring arrangements. He wttl 
show slides and answer any 
questions regarding the tour. 
Everyone — even those who are 
planning to go to Europe by other 
means — will find his presentation 
informative and enterteining. 
For further information, drop 
by to see Mr. Turley at Valley 
College in Liberal Arts-143 or give 
him a call at 885-0231, Ext. 380. 
Library 
"rap rack" 
Because students traditionally 
are too harried to spend idle 
(hah!) hours perusing the regional 
press, the Library staff has erected 
a "Rap Rack" on the main floor 
of the Library next to the 
Circulation Desk. Each week 
items of interest to students and 
faculty will be clipped from 
regional newspapers and posted 
there. And if a student — or a 
faculty member — feels strongly 
enough about any item posted, he 
or she is encouraged to submit his 
opinions for posting. 
Please submit your written 
comments to a member of the 
Library staff at the Reference 
Desk or drop them in a book drop 
addressed to Rap Rack. Please 
limit your response to only those 
articles posted, and keep the 
wording to a 5" x 7" card or an 
8'/2" X 11" piece of paper — both 
of which are available on the Rap 
Rack. Comments must be signed 
and dated and will remain posted 
for one week. 
Any comments on library 
services, su^ested Improvements 
and/or complaints will be 
welcomed. Comments directed to 
library services will be answered 
and will appear on the Rap Rack. 
The Library will be responding to 
the recently circulated Library 
questionnaire and these responses 
will appear on the Rap Rack. 
The Rap Rack was designed to 
be an island of pertinent current 
information in these Groves of 
Academe. Make it a habit to look 
it over. 
AJSM* dCMeuie 
No. 
wvp*. STIO 
Catdleg No. 
1650 Hum 330 
2502 Nsci 350 
4856 Ssci 312 
4857 Ssci 321 
0050 Educ 330 
0051 Educ 330 
0052 Educ 330 
0053 Educ 330 
0054 •Educ 340 
0055 •Educ 340 
0056 - •Educ 341 
0057 •Educ 341 
0058 •Educ 343 
0059 •Educ 350 
0060 •Educ 351 
0061 •Educ 352 
0062 •Educ 352 
0063 •Educ 352 
0064 •Educ 352 
0065 •Educ 350 
0066 •Educ 351 
0067 •Educ 353 
0068 •Educ 353 
0069 •Educ 353 
0070 •Educ 362 
0071 •Educ 495 
0072 •Educ 530 
0073 •Educ 532 
0074 •Educ 534 
0075 •Educ 610 
0076 •Educ 630 
0077 •Educ 635 
0078 •Educ 640 
0079 •Educ 695 
0080 Educ 
0074 •Educ 634 
1156 Alt 325 
1558 Span 441 
1652 •Hum 501 
4001 GS 155 
4002 OS 155 
4303 Anth 351 
4356 Econ 350 
4455 Hist 331 
4456 Hist 332 
4457 Hist 333 
4459 Hist 391 
4460 Hist 391 
4729 Psyc 516 
4906 •Soc 322 
4908 •Soc 341 
4909 •Soc 342 
4926 •Soc 441 
1000 GS 101 
1001 GS 101 
1008 GS 105 
1009 GS 105 
1014 GS 180 
1019 GS 190 
1020 GS 190 
1030 GS 423 
1150 Art 202 
1151 Art 203 
C«urM TitI# ' S«etl«ii »»om 
U P P E R . D I V I S I O N  E L E C T I V E 8  
Arts and Ideas PS 10 
Natural Phenom^ui ^ ^ PS 10 
Oiristianity in History end Society ; , : PS 10 
UrbanlEation and the Urban 1R9 W 
iMtructor Thne 
Johnson, P. >2-3:60 
DeRemer/Ikei^ierry IKX) 
Can^bell 9:00 
S C H O O L  O F  E D U C A T I O N  
Psychological Foundations of Education Lee 
(Studantt •nrollinq In Uctur# must •nroll In OitcuMiOfl i, 2, or 3.) 
(Educitlon 330 alto raquirts a minimum of two houn par waak futorinq) 
Disc'l LC 8 
Disc'2 LC 52 
Disc 3 LC 52 
PS 224 Fisk 
FUk 
Fisk 
Watt 
1:00 
2:00 
1:00 
2;00 
TTh 
TTh 
MW 
TTh 
Admission to tha credantlal program Is raquirad to raqisfar In any of tha following eoursas and in any 4W courso. 
Elementary Curriculum and Methods I 
Elementary Curriculum and Meriiods I 2 
Elementary Curriculum and Methods II 1 
Elementary Curriculum and Methods II 2 
Curriculum and Methods for Primary 
Education 
Student Teaching I (Elementary) 
Student Teaching 11 (Elementary) -
Seminar in Elementary Education 1 
Seminar in Elementary Education 2 
Seminar in Elementary Education 3 
Seminar in Elementary Educaticm 4 
Student Teaching I (Secondary) 
Student Teaching II (Secondary) 
Seminar in Secondary Education 1 
Seminar in Secondary Education 2 
Seminar in Secondary Education 3 
Internship III 
Sociological Foundations of Education 
Psychology and Educatitm of Exceptional 
Children 
Teaching the Educationally Handicapped 
Child 
Teaching the Culturally Different: The 
Black American 
Research Methodology in Education 
Research in Teaching and Learning 
Seminar in Reading 
Elementary Sriiool Curriculum 
Foundations of Education 
Master's D^ree Project 
E T H N I C  
Teaching the Culturally Different: Tlie 
Black American 
Studies in the Arts of Mexico and the 
Mexican-American 
Mexican Literature in Translation 
Seminar in Mexican-American Studies 
Minority Groups In America 
Minority Groups in America 
Indians of North America 
Economics of Pocket Underdevelopment: 
The Ghetto 
Black History I 
Black History II 
Black History III 
Mexican-American History 
Mexican-American History 
Black Rage 
Sociology of the Ghetto 
Marriage and Family AmMig Blacks 
The Mexican-American Family 
Black Social Stratification 
G E N E R A L  S T U D I E S  
Freshman (Composition 
Freshman Composition 
(Diagnostic Lab. enrollmant by advitamtnf only) 
Argument and Evidence 
Argument and Evidence 
Studies in Music 
Studies in Phil(»ophy 
Studies in Philosophy 
S E N I O R  S E M I N A R  
Songs of the Rock Generation 
LC 8 
LC 8 
LC 53 
LC 8 
LC 53 
LC 268 
LC 258 
LC 268 
LC 268 
LC 53 
LC 53 
LC 62 
LC 27 
LC 206 
LC 52 
LC 53 
LC 53 
LC 52 
LC 224 
LC 224 
LC 52 
Thompstm 
Hiompson 
Lenz 
Gray 
Mote 
Steinaker/Staff 
Steinaker/Staff 
Gray 
Gray 
Watt 
Steinaker 
Dolan/Staff 
Dolan/Staft 
Dolan 
Rymer 
Rymer 
Martinez, Jan 
Stanton 
Jan Martinez 
Staff 
M o s e s  
Thompson 
Lenz 
Mote 
Garcia 
Fisk 
Contact Educatitwi Department 
S T U D I E S  
1-2:50 
4-5:50 
1-2:50 
8-9:50 
1-2:60 
—TBA-
—TBA-
1-6:00 
1-5:00 
1-5:00 
1-5:00 
—TBA-
—TBA-
4-5:50 
4-5:60 
4-6:50 
—TBA-
4-5:50 
4-6:50 
7-8:50 p.iit. 
7-8:60 p.ni. 
7-8:50 p.m. 
4-6:50 
4-6:50 
4-5:50 
7-8:60 p.m. 
MW 
TTh 
TTh 
TTh 
MW 
M 
T 
W 
Th 
MW 
TTh 
MW 
MW 
MW 
MW 
TTh 
MW 
TTh 
MW 
TTh 
TTh 
A R T  
Foundation Studio in Art 
Foimdation Studio in Art 
6 
5 
6 
6 
5 
6 
5 
5 
6 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
6 
6 
5 
6 
5 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
LC 14 Sttff 7-8:60 p.in. TTh 6 
LC 5 Moran 7-8:60 p.ni. TTh 6 
LC 224 Clark 11:00 MTThF 5 
LC 224 Staff 7-8:60 p.m. TTh 6 
1 LC 206 Tenorio 6-6:50 p.m. TTh 5 
2 LC 245 Kahama 9-12:50 S £ 
PS 224 Roth 11:00 IVfTThF 5 
LC 271 Stall 5-6:60 pun. TTh S 
LC 212 Staff 1-2:50 MW 6 
LC 247 Staff 5-6:60 p.in. MW 5 
LC 212 St^f 3-4:50 MW 5 
1 LC 212 Robinsmi 9:00 MTThF 6 
% LC 277 Robinson 11:00 MTThF £ 
BI 229 Staff 7-8:50 p.m. MW S 
LC 247 Morales 7-8:50 p.in. TTh 6 
LC 247 Sullivan 10-11:50 TTh £ 
LC 204 Casados 8:00 MTWTh fi 
LC 216 Edwards 4-5:50 MW 8 
O F  H U M A N I T I E S  
LC 295 Koon 9:00 MTThF £ 
Lab LC 17 Koon 11:00 MTTh 
1 LC 269 Staff 10:00 MTThF 6 
2 LC 269 Staff 12:00 MTThF £ 
PS 10 Staff 11:00 MTThF £ 
1 LC 285 Crocker 9:00 MTWTh £ 
2 LC 258 Crocker 11:00 MTWTh fi 
LC 27 Golden 1-2:50 MW £ 
BI 8 Woodford 9-11:50 MW 5 
FA 125 Lintault 1-3:50 TTh 5 
BEST WISHES TO 
STUDENTS & FACULTY 
AT CAL STATE 
DASH 
AUTO PARTS 
WHOLESALE & RETAIL 
MON.-SAT. 
8 A.M.-6 P.M. 
SUN. 
9 A.M.:3 P.M. 
886-5391 
"Fast Service for Busy People' 
pfCJT-vp « DEUvcjrr 
1040 W. HIGHLAND AVE. 
SAN BERNARDINO 
ALPHABETICAL REGISTRATION SCHEDULE 
Students will be admitted to the registration area according to the priority number 
for their registration period. Priority groups are rotated ea<'h term. STUDENTS 
MUST BRING THEIR PRIORITY CARD AND ADVISORS CARD WHEN REG­
ISTERING. 
Thursday, March 29, 1973 
SENIORS AND GRADUATE STUDENTS 
Priority Priority 
Last Name Number" Time Last Name Number Time 
AA - BOO 1 9:00- 9:30 K I S - M A C  7 IrlJO- 2:00 
BOP - CtJk 2 9:30-10:00 MAD - NIC 8 2:00- 2:30 
CLB•DUL 3 10:00 - 10:30 NID - RHZ 9 2:30- 3:00 
DUM - GIX) 4 10:30-11:00 RIA - SMA 10 3:00- 3:30 
GLP - HIR 5 11:00-11:30 SMB - USH 11 3:30- 4:00 
HIS - KIR 6 11:30- 12:00 USI - ZZ 12 4:00- 4:.30 
r.unch 1 2 . 0 0 - 1 : 3 0  
All not registered at scheriuled time 4:30- *6:30 
10:45-11:00 
11:00. 11:1.'> 
11:1.5-11:.30 
11:30-11:4.5 
11:4.5-12:00 
12:00- 1:30 
2:15- 2:30 
2:30- 2:45 
Friday, March 30, 1973 
.JUNIORS 
AA - BOO 13 9:00- 9:15 MAD-NIC 20 
BOP - CLA 14 9:15 - 9:30 NID - RHZ 21 
C L B - D U L  1 5  9 : 3 0 -  9 : 4 5  R I A  -  S M A  2 2  
DUM - GLO 16 9:45 - 10:00 SMB - USH 23 
G L P - H I R  1 7  1 0 : 0 0 - 1 0 : 1 5  U S I  -  Z Z  2 4  
H I S - K I R  1 8  1 0 : 1 5 - 1 0 : 3 0  L u n c h  
KIS - MAC 19 10:30 - 10:4.5 
SOPHOMORES 
A A - C ( X )  2 5  1 : 3 0 -  1 : 4 5  L Y V  -  R I O  2 8  
C O P - H A L  2 6  1 : 4 5 -  2 : 0 0  R I P - Z Z  2 9  
H A M - L Y U  2 7  2 : 0 0 -  2 : 1 . 5  
FRESHMEN 
G L P - K I R  3 0  2 : 4 5 -  3 : 0 0  S M B - Z Z  . 3 3  3 : 3 0 -  3 : 4 5  
K I S - N I C  3 1  3 : 0 0 -  3 : 1 5  A A  -  C L A  3 4  3 : 4 5  -  4 : 0 0  
N I D - S M A  3 2  3 : 1 5  -  3 : 3 0  C L B  -  G L O  3 5  4 : 0 0 -  4 : 1 5  
All not registered at fcheduled time 4:15- 5:00 
Students may register at their scheduled time or at any time after their class or alpha­
betic group has registered. 
Registration for evening classes is open throughout the registration schedule. Since 
class sizes are limited, students are urged to appear during their daytime priority'path-
er than during the 4:30 to 6:30 p.m. period on March 29 or the 4:15 to 5:00 p.m. period 
on March 30. 
•"^Oloi?04 
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Veteran 
Information 
Veterans who have used their 
G.l. loan can have their eligibility 
restored and get another 
VA-guaranteed loan under some 
conditions, Gordon R. Elliott, 
Director of Southern California's 
VA Regional Office, reminded 
veterans. 
The basic qualification is that 
the first home was sold for 
compelling reasons and the VA 
must have been released from 
liability on the original loan. This 
usually happens when a home is 
sold with new financing, Elliott 
explained. 
Some of the reasons for which 
property may be disposed of and 
entitlement restored by VA are; 
— Transfer of emi^oyment from 
one locality to another by an 
employer. 
— Destruction of home by fire 
or natural hazard. 
— Voluntary change of 
employment to another locality 
offering more income and 
opportunity for advancement — 
provided satisfactory evidence is 
furnished VA. 
— Retirement of a veteran, or 
transfer of a serviceman by his 
military department while he is 
one active duty. 
— Limited space in a veteran or 
serviceman's home, if a doctor 
certifies that space is a health 
question. An increase in size of his 
family, however, is not in itself 
sufficient grounds for restoration 
of entitlement. 
— Loss of employment through 
a reduction in force, or 
curtailment of activities in 
occupation where he is employed 
— if suitable employment is 
obtained in another locality. 
VA-guaranteed home loans are 
available to eligible veterans and 
servicemen with at least 90 days of 
active duty during World War II 
and the Korean Conflict, or at 
least 181 days in the Vietnam Era. 
Loan benefits are availaUe to 
eligible widows, and wives of 
• servicemen missing in action or 
prisoners of war for more than 90 
days. 
UCLA 
seeks minorities 
The demand for minority 
personnel in social work is 
continuing and UCLA's School of 
Social Welfare is seeking qualified 
students wishing to enter a 
graduate schpol program leading 
to the master's or doctoral degree, 
according to Dean Maurice F. 
Connery. 
Admissions for next fall are 
open until March 15. 
"The reason we are encouraging 
minority students to consider 
social work as a profe^ion is that 
there is a real need for minority 
graduates in the field, particularly 
Spanish-speaking students," Dean 
Connery said. 
The educational background of 
Kack, Chicagno, Indian and Asian 
students will be evaluated in the 
light of the opportunities available 
to them in determining 
admissions. Dean Connery added. 
Special counseling will be 
available at the School from 9 to 
3 p.m. on Thursday, February 22 
and March 2 and 9. 
Some students may be eligible 
for financial assistance under 
current programs. 
Anyone interested in learning 
more about the program should 
call the School of Social Welfare 
at 825-7737 or 825-1951. 
Sch*dul« Dept. and 
No. Catalog No. 
1152 Art 210 
1153 Art 312 
1154 Art 317 
1155 Art 318 
1156 Art 325 
1157 •Art 331 
1158 •Art 341 
1159 •Art 342 
1160 Art 354 
1161 Art 354 
1162 •Art 355 
1163 •Art 356 
1164 •Art 361 
1165 •Art 370 
1166 •Art 373 
1167 Art 395 
1168 •Art 481 
1169 Art 
Court* Till* 
Western Art History I 
Modem Art, 1850 to the Preecnt 
Art of the Far Flast 1 
Art of the Far East 11 
Studies in the Arts Mexico and the 
Mexican-American 
I'aintina 1 
Sculpture II 
Sculpture III 
Ceramics I 
Ceramics 1 
Ceramics II 
Ceramics III 
Printmaking II 
Crafts Design I 
Woodworking and Furniture Design 
Art in the Classroom 
Studio Workshop: Filmmaking 
Senior Art Exhibit 
(Required of *11 i*nior *rt m«jon) 
D R A M A  
Soction 
1200 Dram 120 Oral Communication 
1201 Dram 210 Oral Interpretation of Literature 
1202 Dram 302 Analysis of Drama 
1203 Dram 320 Theatre Prarticum 
1204 •Dram .330 Design 
1205 Dram 340 Acting I 
1206 •Dram 341 Acting 11 
1207 Dram 341 
1208 Dram 445 The Camera Eye: History of Film 
1209 Dram 451 Mystery to Melodrama 
1210 Dram 476 Shakespeare II 
1211 Dram 510 Studies of Major Figures and Genres: 
Directing 
1212 Dram Independent Theatre Project 
Disc 
I.ab 
1250 Eng 110 
1251 Eng 121 
1252 Eng 301 
1253 Eng 302 
1254 Eng a03 
1255 Eng 370 
1256 Eng 393 
1257 Eng 406 
1258 Eng 412 
12.59 Eng 415 
1260 Eng 436 
1261 Eng 444 
1262 Eng 448 
1263 Eng 462 
1264 Eng 476 
1265 Eng 500 
1266 Eng 505 
1267 Eng 511 
1268 •Eng 514 
1269 Eng 540 
1270 Eng 550 
1271 •Eng 556 
1272 Eng 570 
1273 Eng 
(Required of d'*rn* md[ort in >*nior year) 
E N G L I S H  
World Literature I 
English Literature II 
Analysis of Poetry 
Analysis of Drama 
Analyaia of Proec Fiction 
Theory and Practice of Newspaper 
Journalism 
Writing Seminar 
Seventeenth Century Literature 
Romantic Prose, and Poetiy 
Victorian Literature 
American literature HI 
Modem Poetry I 
Modern Fiction II 
Development of the Novel II 
Shakespeare II 
Grammar and linguistics 
History of the English Language 
Theory and Practice of Rhetoric and 
Composition 
Creative Writing 
Studies in Literary Figures and Genres: 
Fantasy 
Approaches to IJtemtnre 
Special Studies in Literature 
Seminar in English Literature: Militm 
Ilndereraduate Record Examination 
Room lft»tru«tor Tim* Days Units 
IJC f> Kodgers 2:(N) MTWTh 5 
LC 5 Woodford 4:00 MTWTh 5 
ix: 5 Rtxlgeryi 10:00 MTWHi 5 
u: 5 RcHlgers H:(K) M'l'WTh 5 
LC 5 Moran 7-8:50 p.m. TTh 5 
U1 8 Woo<lford 9-11 .50 'I'lh r 
FA 13.5 T.intaiilt 9-ll:.5fl MW r. 
FA 135 IJntault y-11:.50 MW r 
FA 138 Yaniada 9-ll:.50 MW a) 
FA 138 Yamada 1 :i:.50 TTh r 
FA 1.38 Yamada l-:t:.50 MW 
FA K18 Yamada l-3:.50 MW r «r 
FA 125 Moran »-n:.50 'ITh 
FA 13.5 I>>yle 1-3 .50 MW *1 
FA 135 Doyle l-3:.50 'ITh r 1 f 
BI 8 Holland 7-9:50 p.m. MW 
FA 125 Moran 9-n:.5() MW n % 9 
Contact Art Department Chairman 
LC 268 Staff 10:00 MIThF 5 
IX: 2.50 Rudisill 10:00 M'lThF 5 
LC 217 Litton 9:00 MPW'lh 5 
Rudi.sHl —TUA 2 
LC 224 Barnes l-2:.50 'ITh 5 
FA 117 Stout 12:(X) M'lThF 5 
FA 117 Slout 10:00 M'lThF 5 
FA 117 Slout 11:00 M'rniF 
LC 266 Barnes 1 2:.50 MW 5 
LC 263 Rudisill 9:00 MTThF 5 
re 1.33 Litton 11:00 MTWTh 5 
FA 117 Slout 4-5^50 TTh 5 
Contact Profes.sor Barnes/Drmna Dep.irtment 
LC 250 Slusser 1 -2:50 TTh 5 
I.C 295 Hartung 10:00 M'lThF 5 
LC 285 Kramer 8:(M) M'lThF 5 
LC 217 Tatton 9;fK) MTWTh 5 
LC 245 Slusser 7-8:50 p.m. MW 5 
LC 285 Thomas 7-6:60 p.m. TTh 5 
LC 206 Litton 12-2:00 T 2 
LC 269 Golden 6-9:50 p.m. Th 6 
I.C 250 Slusser 1 - 2 : 5 0  MW 5 
LC 217 Hartung 12:00 MTThF 5 
LC 263 Lee 11:00 MTThF 5 
LC 250 Lee 9:00 MTPhF 5. 
LC 263 Mayo 8:00 TWThF 5 
LC 295 Koon 1-2:50 TTh 5 
FS 133 Litton 11:00 MTWTh 5 
LC 263 Oliver 7-8:50 p.m. TTh 5 
LC 245 Schroeder 10:00 MWThF H a 
LC 285 Hartung 4-5:50 TTh 5 
LC 217 Kramer 11:00 MTThF 5 
LC 263 Mayo 10:00 TWThF 5 
LC 250 White 4-5:60 MW 5 
Contact English Department 5 
LC 263 Golden 6-9:50 p.m. M 5 
PS 202 English Dept. 2-5:00 T Apr. 24. 1973 
F O R E I G N  L A N G U A G E S  
MTThF 
1350 FL 450 Literature in Translation: German 1 LC 293 Johns 
1:00 5 
1351 PL 450 Literature in Translation: Russian 2 LC 224 Greathouse 
10:00 MTThF 5 
1352 FL 460 Literature in Translation: Frendi 3 LC 269 Rydell 6-9:50 p.m. 
W 5 
1.363 •FL 565 Independent Study Contact Foreign Language Department 
5 
F r e n c h  
1 Th* Placsment Examination will b* alv*n March It73, at 2:00-4:00 in room PS 224. 1 
1400 Fren 101 Elemwitary French I - LC 224 Staff 9:00 
MTThF 5 
1401 •Fren 102 Elementary French II LC 293 Labat 9:00 
MTThF 5 
1402 •Fren 103 Intermediate French I LC 293 Labat 
12:00 MTThF 5 
1403 •I'ren 104 Intermediate French II LC 245 Rydell 11:00 
MTWTh 5 
1404 •Fren 403 The French Novel in the 20th Century LC 269 Labat 1-2:50 
MW 5 
1405 •Fren 510 Seminar in French Literature: Theater LC 285 Switzer 1-2:50 
TTh 5 
1450 
1451 
1452 
1453 
1550 
1551 
1552 
1553 
1554 
1555 
1556 
1557 
1558 
1559 
Ger 101 
*Ger 102 
•Ger 103 
•Ger 308 
1500 «Russ 103 
Span 101 
•Span 102 
•Span 103 
•Span 103 
•Span 103 
•Span 104 
•Span 302 
•Span 405 
^>an 441 
•Span 506 
1650 Hum 330 
1651 *Hum 400 
1652.. ' 'Hum 501 
1700 
1701 
1702 
1703 
1704 
1705 
1706 
1707 
1708 
1709 
•Mus 112 
Mus 201 
•Mus 221 
•Mus 222 
•Mus 222 
•Mus 310 
•Mus 310 
•Mus 310 
•Mus 310 
•Mus 310 
G e r m a n  
1 Th* Plac*m*nt Hamination will b* qi»*n March *. tt73, at ?:0O-4:W in roew PS 224. 
Elementary German I LC 258 St^'f 
Elementary German II LC 258 
Intermediate German I ^ 2M Greathouse 
Readings in German Literature LC 245 J<rfins 
R u s s i a n  
! T)1« Plae*ment Examination will b* qlv*n March t, IT73. at 2:00-4:00 in room PS 224. 
I,;^;rm^ate Russian I LC 245 Greathouse 
S p a n i s h  
I Th* Ptacamant E«amination will b* qi»«n March 6, 1973. *f 2:00-4:00 in room LC 27. 
Elementary Spanish I 
Elementary Spanish II 
Intermediate Spanish I 
Intermediate Spanish I 
Intermediate Spanish I 
Intermediate Spanish II 
Advanced Grammar and Syntax 
Introduction to Spanish Literature III 
Mexican Literature in Translatiori 
Modern Spanish Poetry and Prose 
H U M A N I T I E S  
Arts and Ideas 
Humanities Seminar 
Seminar in Mexican-American Studies 
M U S I C  
Theory II 
Class Strings 
Class Piano II 
Class Piano III 
Class Piano III 
Chamber Orchestra 
Chamber Ensembles 
Chorus 
Chamber Singers 
Opera Workshop 
LC 217 
LC 293 
LC 268 
LC 293 
LC 245 
LC 295 
L C  2 7 6  
LC 217 
LC 224 
LC 224 
PS 10 
LC 263 
LC 224 
FA 109 
FA 109 
FA 109 
FA 109 
FA 109 
FA 109 
FA 109 
FA 109 
FA 109 
FA 109 
Staff 
Waggoner 
Waggcmer 
Oliver 
Staff 
Staff 
Bas 
Oliver 
Clark 
Waggoner 
Johnson, P. 
Schroeder 
Staff 
Filbeck 
Shapiro 
Jackson 
Jacks<Hi 
Jackson 
Saylor 
Saylor 
Filbeck 
Filbeck 
Jackson 
9:00 
10:00 
12:00 
12:00 
MTTliF 
MTThF 
MTThF 
MTThF 
8:00 MTThF 
10:00 TWThF 5 
10:00 MTThF 5 
9:00 MTThF 5 
11:00 TWThF 5 
7-8:50 p.m. TTh 5 
12:00 TWThF 5 
1  0 : 0 0  M T W T H  5 
1:00 TWThF 5 
11:00 MTThF 5 
12:00 MTThF 5 
2-3:50 TTh 5 
1-2:50 MW 5 
7-8:50 p.m. TTh 5 
9:00 MTThF 6 
8:00 T 1 
4:00 T 1 
4:00 W 1 
4:00 F 1 
7:15-10KX) p.m. T 1 
1-3:50 F 1 
12:00 MTThF 1 
2-3:50 TTh 1 
4-5:50 M 1 
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Summer program 
in nuclear energy 
A training program for 
undergraduate students on the 
application of nuclear energy to 
problems of the environment, 
medicine, and biology will be 
sponsored this summer by the 
laboratory of Nuclear Medicine 
and Radiation Biology at UCLA. 
Scheduled for June 25 - August 
31, the program will be open to 
qualified students in mathematics, 
sciences, or engineering. 
Applicants should have completed 
at least one year of college by 
June. 
Application deadline is March 
15, and successful applicants will 
be notified in April. Trainees will 
receive a monthly stipend of $360 
if they are from within 50 miles 
of UCLA and $400 if from farther 
away. Funding of the program is 
through the Associated Western 
Universities, which is suppored by 
the Division of Nuclear Education 
and Training of the Atomic 
Energy Commission. 
Trainees will participate in 
summer research programs in 
nuclear fields of cooperating 
UCLA faculty. Lectures and 
demonstrations on environmental 
problems, medical and biological 
applications, and related subjects 
will be included. 
Program supervisor will be Dr. 
Martin B. Epstein. For further 
information contact him at the 
Department of Physics, California 
State University, Los Angeles, 
5151 State University Drive, Los 
Angeles 90032. 
Applications can also be 
obtained from Dr. O.R. Lunt, 
Director, Laboratory of Nuclear 
Medicine and Radiation Biology, 
900 Veteran Avenue, Los Angeles 
90024, or by calling (213) 
477-7532, Ext. 241. 
CSCSB student 
in ROTC Honored 
WASHINGTON, D.C. (AHTNC) 
— Charles R. Grimm, son of Mr. 
and Mrs. Charles R. Grimm, 4427 
Gila Ave., San Diego, Calif., was 
among some 250 ROTC cadets 
and midshipmen who were special 
guests at the Reserve Officers 
Association's Mid-Winter 
Conference in Washington, D.C., 
last week (Feb. 15 -16). 
A member of the Army Reserve 
Officers' Training Corps (ROTC) 
at California State College at San 
Bernardino, Grimm is a junior 
m a j o r i n g  i n  b u s i n e s s  
administration. 
The cadets, representing Air 
Force, Navy and Marine as well as 
Army ROTC campus groups, were 
guests of the Reserve Officers 
Association (ROA) and the 
Department of Defense. They 
came from schools in 36 states. 
H e a d q u a r t e r e d  a t  t h e  
Washington Hilton Hotel, the 
conference featured the cadets' 
visits to Capital Hill, the 
Pentagon, the ROA Minute Man 
Memorial Building and Ft. Myer, 
Va., as well as ROA's business and 
social functions. 
Highlighting the two-day meet 
was the National Council banquet, 
which drew some 2000 persons, 
including Department of Defense 
and Congressional leaders as well 
as top personnel from all branches 
of the military. 
Senator Henry M. "Scoop" 
Jackson (D-Wash.) was named 
M i n u t e  M a n  o f  t h e  Y e a r ,  R O A ' s  
annual award to "the Citizen who 
has contributed most to National 
Security in these times." 
Cadet Grimm is a member of 
Alpha Kappa fraternity. 
Schedule Dept. and 
No. Cataloa No. Course Title $«ctien Room Instructor Time Days Units 
1710 •Mus 315 Theory V BI 29 Saylor 9:00 MTThF 5 
1711 •Mus 405 Seminar in Choral Literature and Conducting FA 109 FUbeck 10:00 MTThF 5 
1712 •Mus 528 Special Projects Saylor —TBA- 1 to 5 
1727 Mus 528 Si>ecial Projects: Renaissance Dance Workshop. Session A (See page 28) 1 
1728 Mus 528 Special Projects; Renaissance Dance Workshop, Sessitm B (See page 28) 1 
1713 Mus 531 Muric in the Classroom BI 29 Jackson 7-8:60 p.m. TTh 0 
2300 
2301 
2302 
2303 
2304 
2305 
2306 
2307 
2308 
2309 
2310 
2311 
2312 
2313 
2314 
2315 
2316 
2317 
2400 
2401 
2402 
2403 
2404 
2405 
2406 
2407 
2408 
2409 
2410 
2411 
2412 
2413 
2414 
2415 
2416 
2417 
2500 
2501 
2502 
A P P L I E D  M U S I C  
Applied Music courses are open ONLY to undergraduate Music tne(ors. Prior approval from Music Department required. Sludents may enroll 
for not more than one applied music course per quarter. 
1714 Mus 240 
1715 Mus 241 
1716 Mus 242 
1717 Mus 243 
1718 Mus 244 
1719 Mus 245 
1720 •Mus 440 
1721 •Mus 441 
1722 •Mus 442 
1723 •Mus 443 
1724 •Mus 444 
1725 •Mus 445 
1726 Mus 
1800 •Phil 304 
1801 •Phil 312 
1802 •Phil 370 
1803 •Phil 400 
Beginning and Intermediate Voice . 
Beginning and Intermediate Keyboard Instrument 
Beginning and Intermediate String Instrument 
Beginning and Intermediate Wind Instrument 
Beginning and Intermediate Brass Instrument 
Beginning and Intermediate Percussion Instrument 
Advanced Voice 
Advanced Keyboard Instrument 
Advanced String Instrument 
Advanced Wind Instrument 
Advanced Brass Instrument 
Advanced Percussion Instrument 
Music Listening Examination 
P H I L O S O P H Y  
Readings in the History of Philosophy III 
Logic 
Philosophy of Art and Criticism: Aesthetics 
Studies in One Great Philosopher: 
Kierkegaard 
Contact Music Department 1 
Contact Music Department 1 
Contact Music Department 1 
Contact Music Department 1 
Contact Music Department 1 
Contact Music Department 1 
Contact Music Department 1 
Contact Music Department 1 
Contact Music Department 1 
Contact Music Department 1 
Contact Music Department 1 
Ck»ntact Music Department 1 
LC 269 
LC 269 
LC 286 
LC 285 
Johnson, P. 
Zoecklein 
Johnson, P. 
Crocker 
11:00 
9:00 
12:00 
10:00 
TWThF 
MTThF 
TWThF 
MTWTh 
S C H O O L  
G E N E R A L  S T U D I E S  
O F  N A T U R A L  SC I E N C E S  
StudcnH registering for GS 108 and 10? must register for lecture and a lab. 
B I O L O G Y  
Students enrolling in Biology 200, 203, 303. 40». end 531 must enroll In lecture end leb. 
2200 •Biol 200 
2201 •Biol 200 
2202 •Bio! 203 
2203 •Biol 203 
2204 •Biol 203 
2205 •Biol 303 
2206 •Biol 303 
2207 •Biol 355 
2208 •Biol 409 
2209 •Biol 409 
2210 •Biol 409 
2211 •Biol 531 
2212 •Biol 531 
2213 •Biol 555 
2214 •Biol 
471, end 521 mutt enroll in lecture end lab 
Chem 100 
Chem 100 
Chem 100 
Chem 100 
*Chem 202 
*Chem 202 
*Chem 202 
*Chem 322 
*Chem 322 
•Chem 431 
•Chem 431 
•Chem 452 
•Chem 471 
•Chem 471 
•Chem 521 
•Chem 521 
•Chem 655 
•Chem 
•Math 101 
•Math 101 
•Math 101 
•Math 150 
•Math 150 
•Math 201 
•Math 201 
•Math 202 
•Math 203 
Math 301 
Math 301 
Math 301 
•Math 312 
•Math 331 
•Math 539 
•Math 552 
•Math 555 
•Math 572 
•Nsci 140 
•Nsci 340 
Nsci 350 
Chemistry in the Modem World 
Introduction to Chemical Kinetics and 
Equilibrium 
Principles of Organic Chemistry II 
Biochemistry 
Physical Chemistry III 
Inorganic Chemistry 
Advanced Organic Chemistry 
Independent Study 
Comprehensive Examination 
M A T H E M A T I C S  
Pre-Calculus Mathematics 1 
Pre-CalcuJus Mathematics 2 
Pre-CalcuIus Mathematics 3 
Elementary Statistics Lec 
(Students enrolling in lecture mutt enroll In the following leb.) 
Lab 
Calculus I 1 
Calculus I 2 
Calculus II 
Calculus III 
Modern Arithmetic i 
Mqdern Arithmetic 2 
Modem Arithmetic 3 
Introduction to Abstract Algebra II 
Linear Algebra 
Geometry 
Analysis II 
Independent Study 
Modem Algebra 
N A T U R A L  S C I E N C E S  
Introduction to Digital Programming 
Advanced Digital Computing 
Natural Phenomena 
Lec BI 101 Harris 
Lab 1 PS 225 Staff 
Lab 2 PS 225 Staff 
L.ab 3 PS 225 Staff 
Lec PS 202 Pederson 
Lab 1 PS 325 Staff 
I.ab 2 PS 325 Staff 
Lec PS 209 Craig 
Lab PS 324 Staff 
Lec PS 209 Pederson 
Lab PS 305 Pederson 
PS 209 Mantei 
Lec PS 131 Harris 
Lab PS 325 Harris 
Lec PS 202 Craig 
Lab PS 324 Craig 
Contact the School > 
Contact the School < 
LC 276 Staff 
BI 102 Spencer 
HI 102 Staff 
BI 224 Choate 
BI 131 Choate 
BI 104 Hafstrom 
BI 104 Murphy 
BI 102 Dennemeyer 
BI 104 Hafstrom 
BI 102 Spencer 
BI 224 Staff 
BI 224 Stall 
BI 224 Lichtman 
BI 224 Dennemeyer 
BI 102 Lichtman 
BI 102 Murphy 
Contact the School of Natural 
PS 209 Spencer 
BI 104 Dmnemeyer 
PS 209 Uu 
PS 10 DeRem^/Iki MTThF 
2600 •Phys 203 
2601 •Phys 203 
2602 •Phys 300 
2603 •Phys 300 
2604 •Phys 303 
2605 •Phys 420 
2606 •Phys 
P H Y S I C S  
unrolling in Physics 203 and 300 musf unroll in l«cfur>"ln"d""i«br 
Waves and Modem Physics 
Electronics for Scientists 
Electrodynamics 
Seminar: Topics in Contemporary Physics 
Comprehensive Examination 
I.iec PS 209 Ikenberry 9:00 MTThF 
Lab PS 129 Staff 2-4:60 T 
I.ec PS 209 Kellers 12:00 W 
BI 102 8:00 F 
I..ab PS 123 liu/Kelleia 9-11:60 W 
PS 123 1-3:50 M 
PS 209 Liu 12:00 MTThF 
PS 209 Liu/Ikenberry 2-3:50 TTh 
Contact the School of Natural Sciences 
2000 GS 108 Topics in Biology Lec 1 LC 27 Mankau 11:00 MTHiF 5 
2001 GS 108 Lab la BI 105 Staff 12-2:50 F 
2002 GS 108 Lab lb BI 105 Staff 1-3:50 Th 
2003 GS 108 Lab Ic BI 105 Staff 9-11:50 W 
2004 GS 108 Topics in Biology Lec 2 BI 101 Staff 7-8:50 p.m. TTh 5 
2005 GS 108 Lab 2 BI 105 Staff 7-9:50 p.m. W 
2006 GS 109 Organisms and Evolution Lec BI 101 Sokoloff 1:00 MTThF 5 
2007 GS 109 Lab BI 225 Mankau 1-3:50 W 
2008 GS 130 The Ideas of Mathematics 1 BI 101 Murphy 9:00 MTWTh 5 
2009 GS 130 The Ideas of Mathematics 2 BI 101 Staff 10:00 MTThF 5 
2010 GS 130 The Ideas of Mathematics 3 BI 101 Choate 2:00 MWThF 6 2011 GS 131 Basic (Concepts of Calculus BI 104 Hafstrom 10:00 MWThF 5 
S E N I O R  S E M I N A R  
2016 GS 431 The Biological Sciences and Public Policy BI 124 Goodman 3-4:50 MW 5 
Biology of the Cell Lec BI 124 Goodman 8:00 MTWTh 5 
Lab BI 202 Goodman 10-12:50 M 
Biology oi the Protista and Higher Plants Lec PS 202 Harrington 8:00 MTThF 5 
Lab 1 BI 301 Staff 9-11:50 TF 
Lab 2 BI 301 Staff 2-4:50 TF 
Biology of the Arthr<^x>ds Lec BI 124 Sokoloff 3-4:50 TTh 5 
Lab BI 225 Sokoloff 2-4:50 MF 
Biological Aspects of Human Sexuality PS 10 Taylor 4-5:50 TTh 5 
Ecology Lec PS 202 Wilson 1:00 MTThF 5 
Lab 1 BI 302 Wilscm 9-11:50 TF 
Lab 2 BI 302 Wilson 2-4:50 TF 
Comparative Endocrinology Lec PS 131 Egge 9:00 MTWTh 5 
Independent Study 
Lab BI 203 Cgge 10-12:50 TTh 
Contact the School of Natural Sciences 5 
Comprehensive ExaminatdiHi Contact the School Natural Sciences 
C H E M I S T R Y  
8:00 MTWTh 5 
8-9:50 F 
9-10:50 M 
1-2:50 W 
11:00 MTThF 5 
8-10:50 MW . 
1-3:50 TTh 
11:00 MTThF 5 
2-4:50 MW 
8:00 MTThF 5 
1-3:50 TTh 
1:00 MTWTh 5 
10:00 MTWTh 5 
1-3:60 MW 
9:00 MTThF 5 
2-4:50 TTh 
! Sciences 6 
1 Sciences 
9:00 MWThF 5 
1:00 MTThF 6 
5-6:50 p.m. TTh 5 
10:00 MWThF 6 
11:00 MWTh 
9:00 MWThF 5 
2:00 MTWTh 5 
10:00 MTThF 5 
1:00 MWThF 5 
9:00 MTThF 5 
3-4:60 TTh 5 
7-8:50 p.m. TTh 6 
9:00 MTWTh 6 
1:00 MTThF 5 
2:00 MTWTh 5 
11:00 MTWTh 5 
Sciences 5 
10:00 MTThF 5 
11:00 MTITtF 5 
2-3:60 MW 5 
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Schedule Dept. end 
No. Cetdloq No. 
Social 
Science 
options 
ETHNIC STUDIES, 
SOCIAL SERVICES, 
AND THE 
SOCIAL SCIENCE MAJOR 
By Ward McAfee, Dean, 
Social Sciences 
Many thin^ are possible under 
the flexible Social ^iences major, 
and many students are not aware 
of the most interesting 
possibilities. For' example, do 
students interested in Ethnic 
Studies programs know what can 
be done in a Social Sciences major 
contract? Consider a possibility 
for students interested in Black 
Studies: 
P R I N C I P A L  F I E L D :  
SOCIOLOGY 
Soc. 100. The Study of Society 
Soc. 322. Sociology of the Ghetto 
Soc. 341. Marriage and Family 
Among Blacks 
Soc. 410. Racial and Cultural 
Minorities 
Soc. 441. Black Social 
Stratification 
Soc. 430. Urban Sociology 
S o c .  4 3 4 .  C o m m u n i t y  
Oi^anization 
FIRST SUPPORT FIELD: 
HISTORY 
Hist. 331. Black History I 
Hist. 332. Black History II 
Hist. 333. Black History III 
SECOND SUPPORT FIELD: 
PSYCHOLOGY 
P s y c h .  5  1 5 .  W h i t e  
Normality/Black Deviance 
Psych. 516. Black Rage 
Psych. 517. Development of the 
Black Man 
Similarly, consider a possible 
contract in Mexican-American 
Studies: 
PRINCIPAL SUPPORT FIELD: 
SOCIOLOGY 
Soc. 100. The Study of Society 
Soc. 322. Sociology of the Ghetto 
Soc. 342. The Mexican-American 
Family 
Soc. 410. Racial and Cultural 
Minorities 
Soc. 430. Urban Sociology 
Soc .  434 .  Commun i ty  
O^anization 
Soc. 442. Mexican-American 
Social Stratification 
F IRST SUPPORT F IELD:  
ETHNIC STUDIES (in the process 
of being developed as a support 
field) 
Soc. Sci. 220. Introduction to 
Mexican-American Studies 
P o l .  S c i .  3 5 1  .  T h e  
Mexican-American and Politics 
Econ. 350. Economics of Pocket 
Underdevelopment: The Ghetto 
SECOND SUPPORT FIELD: 
HISTORY 
Hist. 370. History of California 
Hist. 390. History of Mexico 
Hist. 391. Mexican-American 
History 
Students interested in careers in 
soc ia l  se rv ices  m igh t  cons ider  two  
possibilities under a Social 
Sciences m^or. One possibility, 
described below, emphasizes 
Social Work. 
3000 I'E 100 
3001 BE 100 
3002 PE 110 
3003 J'E 110 
3004 BE 110 
3005 BE 110 
3006 BE HO 
3007 BE 110 
3008 BE 110 
3009 BE 110 
3010 BP: 111 
3011 BE 112 
3012 BE I IA  
3013 PE 11.3 
3014 PE 113 
3015 BE H.'i 
3016 BE 113 
3017 BE 120 
3018 PE 120 
3019 PE 120 
3020 BE 130 
3021 I'E 1.34 
3022 BE 135 
3023 •BE 136 
3024 •BE 136 
3025 PE 140 
3026 BE 140 
3027 BE 140 
3028 PE 160 
3029 PE 300 
3030 •BE 332 
4000 GS 142 
4001 GS 155 
4002 GS 155 
4003- GS 160 
4015 GS 412 
4100 
4101 
4102 
4103 
4104 
4105 
4106 
4107 
4108 
4109 
4110 
4111 
4112 
4113 
4114 
4115 
4116 
4117 
4118 
4119 
4120 
4122 
4123 
4124 
4125 
4126 
4127 
4128 
4129 
4130 
4300 
4301 
4302 
4303 
4304 
Admn 301 
Admn 301 
Admn 302 
Admn 302 
*Admn 303 
•Admn 304 
Admn 306 
Admn 306 
Admn 330 
*Admn 340 
*Admn 342 
Admn 350 
Admn 350 
Admn 355 
Admn 405 
*Admn 420 
•Admn 430 
•Admn 430 
•Admn 435 
•Admn 440 
•Admn 455 
4121 *Admn 455 
Admn 460 
Admn 460 
Admn 510 
Admn 510 
Admn 530 
Admn 530 
•Admn 540 
•Admn 555 
Admn 590 
Anth 200 
Anth 310 
Anfh 315 
Anth 351 
Anth 400 
Section Room Instructor Time Deys Unitt 
A  T I  O  N  D E P A R T M E N T  
1 I'E 129 O'Gara 1-2.50 F 2 
2 BE 129 Brits- L-2;.50 W 2 
1 PE 129 Price O-?:.*!© p.m. W 2 
2 BE 129 Price 3-4:.50 Th 2 
3 BE 129 Weiny 9:00 TTh 2 
4 BE 129 O'Gara 10:00 MW 2 
a BE 129 Price 11:00 MW 2 
6 BP: 129 Price l-2:.50 M 2 
7 BE 129 I'rire 1-2:50 T 2 
8 BE 129 Mahle 10:00 TTh 2 
BE 129 O'Gara l-2:.50 M 2 
BE 104 Price 1-2:50 Th 2 
1 BP: 104 Gneck 3-4:50 M 2 
2 BE 104 Gneck 3-4:50 F 2 
3 PE 104 Gneck 6-7:50 p.m. Th 2 
4 BE 104 Mahle 1-2:50 T 2 
5 BP: 104 Mahle 1-2:50 F 2 
1 PE 129 Mahle 3-4:,50 F 2 
2 PE 129 Mahle 6-7:50 p.m. W 2 
3 BE 129 Mahle 11:00 WF 2 
PE 129 Weiny 11:00 MW 2 
BE 129 Weiny 11:00 MW 2 
PE 129 Weiny 1-2:50 Th 2 
1 PE 129 Weiny 12-1:50 T 2 
2 PE 129 Weiny 1-2:50 W 2 
I PE 104 Olsen 7-8:50 p.m. T 2 
2 PE 104 Olsen 3-4:50 T 2 
3 PE 104 Olsen 1-2:50 W 2 
PE 129 Cor^ 6:00 p.m. Th 2 
PE 129 O'Gara 5-6:50 p.m. Th 2 
PE 129 Weiny 1-2:50 M 2 
LC 206 Campbell 
LC 206 
LC 245 
LC 263 
Tenoiio 
Kahama 
Herold 
Course Title 
P H Y S I C A L  E D U C  
InlrodtK'tion lo Physical Kducation 
Introduction to Physical Pdiicaliun 
Individual Sports 
Individual Sports 
Individual Sports; Handball and Paddleball 
Intlividual Sports: Handball and Paddleball 
Individual Sports: Handball and Paddleball 
Individual Sports: (lolf 
Individual Sports: Tennis 
Individual Sports: Tennis 
Hody Conditioning: "Yoga 
Trampoline and Stunts 
Combatives: Karate 
Combatives: Karate 
Combatives: Karate 
Combatives: Fencing 
Combatives: Feming 
Team Sports: Softball ' 
Team Sports: Volleyball 
Team Sports: Volleyball 
Swimming: Beginning 
Aquatic Games and Activities 
Skin Diving 
SCUBA Diving (Beginning) 
SCUBA Diving (Intermediate) 
Dance: Folk Dance 
Dance: Folk Dance 
Modern Dance 
Outing Skills; Mountaineering 
School Games and Rhythms 
Water Safety Instruction 
S C H O O L  O F  SO C I A L  S C I E N C E S  
G E N E R A L  S T U D I E S ,  
World Civilizations II, The Civilizations 
of the East and West 
Minority Groups in America 1 
Minority Groups in America 2 
Contemporary Civilization II 
S E N I O R  S E M I N A R  
Peasant Cultures in the Modern World 
A D M I N I S T R A T I O N  
Management Practices 
Management Practices 
Human Behavior in Organizations 
Human Behavior in Organizations 
Financial Theory 
Quantitative Analysis for Management 
Concepts of Accounting 
Concepts of Accounting 
Legal Environment of Business 
Managerial Accounting 
Advanced Managerial Accounting 
Administrative Communications 
Administrative Communications 
Management of Administrative Conflict 
Marketing Management 
Computer Management 
Financial Policies and Systems 
Financial Policies and Systems 
Investment Analysis 
Marketing Research 
Industrial Relations and Personnel ' 
Management 
Industrial Relations and Personnel 
Managemmt 
Production Planning and Crmtrol 
Production Planning and Control 
Organization and Management Theory 
Organization and Management Theory 
Business and Society 
Business and Society 
Federal Taxation Administration 
Independent Study 
Seminar in Administration: Problems in 
Public Administration 
A N T H R O P O L O G Y  
Introduction to Anthropwlogy: Culture and 
Society 
Ancient Civilizations of the New World 
Southwestern Archeology 
Indians of North America 
Peoples of Australia , .erson I Z A  
* IndicatM coursas which hav« a praraquhite; plaasa chaek the catalog betora completing fagijtration, 
10:00 
5-6:50 p.m. 
9-12:50 
1-2:50 
MTThF 
TTh 
S 
TTh 
PS 107 Darkcrfi 11-12:50 MW 6 
1 PS 122 Carlson, E. 9:00 MTWTh 5 
2 LC 283 Carlson, E. 7-8:50 p.m. TTh 5 
1 LC 212 Bowin 12:00 MTWTh .6 
2 LC 295 Chaney 7-8:50 p.m. MW 5 
PS 224 DeCeglie 10:00 MTWF 5 
LC 27 Bhatia 12:00 MTWTh 5' 
1 LC 244 Carlson. R. 10:00 MTWTh 5 
2 LC 244 Pedro!! 5-6:60 p.m. MW 5 
LC 256 Christie 9:00 TWThF 5 
LC 256 Pedroff 7-8:50 p.m. MW 5 
LC 245 Worrell 5-6:50 p.m. MW 5 
1 LC 283 Ingersoil 9:00 MTWTh 5 
2 LC 277 Ingersoll 6-9:50 p.m. Th 6 
LC 268 Bowin 11:00 MTWTh 5 
LC 283 Carlson, R. 11:00 MTWTh 6 
LC 268 Worrell 7-8:50 p.m. MW 5 
1 LC 215 DeCeglie 9:00 MTWF 5 
2 LC 295 Chaney 5-6:50 p.m. MW 5 
LC 295 Chaney 1-2:50 WF 5 
LC 297 Carlson, R. 9:00 MTWTh 5 
1 JJ: 247 Bowin 1-2:50 MW 5 
2 LC 283 Christie 5-6:50 p.m. TTh 5 
1 LC 297 Bhatia 11:00 MTWTh 5 
2 LC 267 Bhatia 7-8:50 p.m. MW 5 
I LC 283 Carlson, E. 8:00 MTWTh 5 
2 LC 283 Ingersoll 10:00 MTWTh 5 
1 LC 297 Hoverland 10:00 MTWTh 5 
2 LC 256 Vaughan 7-8:50 p.m. TTh 5 
LC 268 Wolfe 6-9:50 p.m. Th 5 
Conlacl Administration Department 5 
LC 250 Christie 7-8:50 p.m. TTh 5 
LC 266 Staff 9:00 MTThF 5 
LC 267 Simmons l-2:.'iO TF 5 
I.C 2(>7 Simmons 8:00 MTThF 5 
PR 224 Roth 11:00 MTThF 5 
LC 267 Bierson 12:00 MTThF 6 
P R I N C I P A L  F I E L D :  
SOCIOLOGY 
Soc. 100. The Study of Society 
Soc. 318. Social Welfare Policies 
and Services 
Soc. 322. Sociology of the Ghetto 
Soc. 430. Urban Sociology 
Soc .  434 .  Commun i ty  
Organization 
Soc. 436. Group Dynamics 
Soc. 484. Social Casework 
F IRST SUPPORT F IELD:  
PSYCHOLOGY 
Psych. 100. Introduction to 
Psychology 
I^ych. 320. Personality 
Psych. 420. Abnormal Psychology 
SECOND SUPPORT FIELD. 
ADMINISTRATION 
Admin. 302. Human Behavior in 
Organizations 
Two -Administration courses in 
Pub l i c  Admin is t ra t ion  
(currently being developed) 
Ano ther  Soc ia l  Serv ices  
contract could emphasize 
counseling psychology: 
P R I N C I P A L  F I E L D :  
PSYCHOLOGY 
Soc. Sci. 210. Statistics for the 
Social Sciences 
Psych. 100. Introduction to 
Psychology 
Psych. 320. Personality 
Psych. 420. Abnormal Psychology 
Psych .  440 .  Tes ts  and  
Measurements 
Psych .  490 .  Counse l ing  
Psychology 
Psych. 510. Practicum 
FIRST SUPPORT FIELD: 
SOCIOLOTY 
Soc. 100. The Study of Society 
Soc. 318. Social Welfare Policies 
and Services 
Soc. 436. Group Dynamics 
SECOND SUPPORT FIELD: 
ADMINISTRATION 
Admin. 320. Human Services in 
Organizations 
Two Administration courses in 
Pub l i c  Admin is t ra t ion  
Students interested in any of 
these possibilities should see a 
faculty advisor in the department 
of their chosen principal field. A 
contract involving any of the 
above possibilities can be drawn 
up and become your formal 
major. 
ART'S 
BOOK SHOP 
WE BUY & SELL USED 
BOOKS, MAGAZINES, POCKET 
BOOKS, COLLECTORS ITEMS 
Art sends best wishes to the students - faculty at Cal State 
lOA.M. TO bP.M.-CLOSED SUNDAYS 
444 No. "D" St. 
San  B 'd ino  885 -1742  
Human 
Sexuality 
course 
offered 
Biology 355 • Biological Aspects 
of Human Sexuality, will be 
offered Spring term by Dr. 
Taylor. The main objective of this 
course is to help students in all 
majors gain a better understanding 
of biology's role in human 
sexuality. In so doing, it is hoped 
that the student will gain a better 
understanding of his or her own 
sexual needs and sexual behavior 
and will be more accepting of 
other people whose sexual needs 
and behavior are somehow 
different. Another objective of 
the course is to help students to 
make the wisest possible decisions 
in matters of human sexuality. We 
are being called upon today to 
make decisions regarding 
con t racep t i ve  techn iques ,  
abortiqn, venereal disease, the 
roles of male and female in 
society, etc. These are decisions 
that may affect ourselves, our 
families and possibly even the 
structure and behavior of society. 
Anyone who is likely to be 
offended by lectures, discussions, 
chalkboard drawings, films, slides 
or book illustrations of explicit 
human anatomy and functions is 
requested not to enroll in this 
course (even though the instructor 
is firmly convinced that these are 
the people most likely to profit). 
Studenf 
presidents 
conference 
reported 
By ASB PRESIDENT, 
BRUCE PRESCOTT 
The conference began at 11:00 
a.m. Saturday, February 17th. 
The main items on the agenda 
consisted of reports from the 
various committees formed by the 
association. The State budget for 
this school year is already set. 
From the report from the 
Na t iona l  S tuden t  Lobby  
Committee (N.S.L.) it was learned 
that Reagan has over an 80 
million dollar surplus, and that 
many programs are going to be 
cut such as E.G.P. It is important 
that every student is aware of the 
proposed programs. To match 
these funds in highering their 
education. 
1 personally hope to go to 
Washington, D.C. to lobby with 
the other presidents and the 
delegation on topics such as 
increasing federal student aid, 
minimum wage with students, etc. 
I feel we the students of CSCSB 
should form a coalition along with 
the other state colleges to stop 
tuition increases. The relavence of 
this meeting in Washington affects 
all of us. If you have any 
questions or need information 
contact me. 
Bruce A. Prescott 
ASB President 
ASBTrailer, E^t. 347, 348 
or 888-2835 
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Schtdulc Dept. end 
No. 
4305 
4306 
4307 
4308 
4309 
4310 
4311 
4350 
4351 
4352 
4353 
4354 
4355 
4356 
4357 
4358 
4359 
4360 
4361 
4362 
4400 
4401 
4402 
4403 
4404 
Ceteloq No. 
Anth 470 
Anth 480 
Anth 480 
*Anth 555 
Anth 590 
Anth 590 
Anth 
Econ 100 
Econ 100 
EC<MI 100 
Econ 102 
Econ 102 
Econ 102 
Econ 350 
•Econ 410 
•Econ 410 
•Econ 430 
•Econ 450 
•Econ 490 
•Econ 556 
Geog 100 
Geoa 101 
Geog 324 
Geog 340 
Geog 410 
4405 •Geog 565 
4450 
4451 
4462 
4453 
4464 
4455 
4456 
4467 
4458 
4459 
4460 
4461 
4462 
4463 
4464 
4465 
4466 
4467 
4468 
4469 
4470 
Hist 300 
Hist 300 
Hist 301 
Hist 304 
Hist 321 
Hist 331 
Hist 332 
Hist 333 
Hist 358 
Hist 391 
Hist 391 
HUt 414 
Hist 480 
Hist 490 
Hist 510 
Hist 552 
•Hist 555 
Hist 560 
Hist 560 
Hist 570 
Hist 593 
4471 Hist 593 
Course Title Section 
Culture Change and Dynamics 
Magic, Religion and Science 1 
Magic, Religion and Science 2 
Independent Study 
Seminar in Anthropology: The Indian and 
the White Man: Columbus to the Present 
Seminar in Anthropology: Anthropology in 
Urban Environments 
Comprehensive Examination (for honors) 
E C O N O M I C S  
Principles of Economics I 1 
Principles of Economics I 2 
Principles of Economics I 3 
Principles of Economics II 1 
Principles of Economics II 2 
Principles of Economics II 3 
Economics of Pocket Underdevelopment: 
The Ghetto 
Money and Banking 1 
Money and Banking 2 
International Economics 
Economic Development 
Introduction to Econometrics 
-Independent Study 
G E O G R A P H Y  
Introduction to Geographic Studies: 
Human Development and Settlemwit 
Introduction to Geographic Studies: 
Environmental Systems 
Area Study: Africa 
Historical Geography 
Regional Planning and Resource 
Development 
Independent Study 
H I S T O R Y  
Early Modem Europe, The Renaissance 1 
to 1815 
Early Modem Europe, Hie Renaissance 2 
to 1815 
Modem Europe, 1815 to the Present 
The Age of Absolutism and Enlight^imait 
Ancient History II 
Black History I 
Black History II 
Black History III 
Modem America 
Mexican-American History 1 
Mexican-American History 2 
Russia Since 1865 
Sub-Saharan Africa SlnM 1800 
The Study of History 
France Since 1815 
Social and Intellectual History of the 
United States 
Independent Study 
History of the American West 1 
History of the American West 2 
American Urban History 
Seminar in History: United States-
Latin American Relations 
Seminar in History: America in the Great 
Depresaioa 
Room Instructor Time Days Units 
LC 267 Pierson 9:00 MTThF 5 
LC 266 Staff 10:00 MTThF 5 
LC 267 Staff 7-8:50 p.m. TTh 5 
Contact Anthropology Dcpartmeni 
MTThF 
5 
LC 256 Roth 12:00 6 
LC 267 Pierson 1-2:50 MTh 6 
Contact Anthropology Department 
LC 211 Staff 8-9:50 TTh 6 
LC 244 Takata 12:00 MTWTh 5 
LC 214 Moite 5-6:50 p.m. MW 6 
LC 211 Staff 8-9:50 MW 5 
LC 256 Staff 10:00 MTWTh 5 
LC 214 Moite 7-8:50 p-m. MW 5 
LC 271 Staff 5-6:60 p.m. TTTi 5 
LC 214 Staff 11:00 MTWTh 5 
LC 271 Staff 7-8:50 p.m. TTh 6 
LC 214 Takata 9:00 MTWTh 5 
LC 214 Staff 1-2:50 TTh 6 
LC 214 Takata 10:00 MTWTh 5 
Ccmtact Economics Department 6 
LC 267 Ackerman 10:00 MTWTh 6 
PS 107 JohnsMi, R. 8:00 MTWTh 6 
PS 107 Darkoh 9:00 MWThF 6 
PS 105 Jcrfinson, R. 11:00 MTWTh 5 
PS 107 Darkoh 7-8:50 p.m. MW 6 
Ccmiact Geography Department 5 
LC 212 Blackey 10:00 MWThF 6 
LC 212 Blackey 6-9:60 p-m. T 5 
HI 101 Persdl 11:00 MTWTh 6 
LC 256 Bladcey 11K)0 MWThF 5 
LC 277 Campbell 12:00 MTThF 5 
LC 212 Staff 1-2:60 MW 5 
LC 247 Staff 6-6:50 pjn. MW 6 
LC 212 Staff 3-4:50 MW 5 
LC 271 Roberts 9:00 TWThF 6 
LC 212 Robinson 9:00 MTThF 5 
LC 277 Robinsmi 11:00 MTTTiE 6 
LC 258 Staff 7-8:50 p.m. TTh 5 
LC 217 Siwundhla 6-9:50 p.m. M 5 
LC 277 Persell 1-2:50 MW 6 
LC 271 Persell 10K)0 MTWTh 6 
LC 271 Roberts 12-1:50 TTh 6 
Contact History Department 6 
LC 277 Smith, R. 10:00 MTWTh 6 
LC 277 Smith, R. 6-9:50 p.m. M 6 
LC 277 Smith, R. 9:00 MTWTh 5 
LC 277 Robinson 1-2:50 TTh 6 
LC 277 Schofleld 6-9:60 p.in. W 6 
4600 
4601 
4602 
4603 
4604 
4605 
4606 
4607 
4608 
4609 
4610 
4611 
4612 
4613 
4614 
4700 
4701 
4702 
4703 
4704 
4705 
4706 
4707 
4708 
4709 
4710 
4711 
4712 
4713 
4714 
4715 
4716 
4717 
4718 
4719 
4720 
4721 
4722 
4723 
4724 
4725 
4726 
4727 
4728 
4729 
4730 
4731 
4732 
Feci 200 
Psci 202 
•Psci 304 
•Psci 306 
•Psci 310 
•Psci 314 
•Psci 320 
•Psci 320 
•Psci 342 
•Psci 410 
•Psci 411 
•Psci 428 
•Psci 440 
•Psci 510 
•Psci 555 
Psyc KW 
•Psyc 200 
•Psyc 200 
•Psyc 300 
•Psyc 300 
•Psyc 310 
•Psyc 310 
•Psyc 310 
•Psyc 310 
•Psyc 320 
•Psyc 320 
•Psyc 320 
•Psyc 410 
•Psyc 410 
•Psyc 420 
•Psyc 420 
•Psyc 440 
•Psyc 440 
•Psyc 460 
•Psyc 460 
•Psyc 465 
•Psyc 465 
•Psyc 470 
•Psyc 470 
•Psyc 490 
•Psyc 490 
•Psyc 498 
•Psyc 510 
•Psyc 510 
Psyc 516 
•Psyc 520 
•Psyc 530, 
•Psyc 555 
P O L I T I C A L  S C I E N C E  
Introduction to Political Science 
American Government 
(!3ommunist Political Systems 
Developing Political Systems 
Greek, Roman, and Medieval Political 
liiought 
American Political Thought 
The Legislative Process 
The Legislative Process 
The Politics of Environment 
American Constitutional Law 
The Bill of Rights . 
Formulation of Public Policy 
Voting Behavior 
International Organization 
Independent Study 
P S Y C H O L O G Y  
Introduction to Psychology 
Advanced General Psychology 
Advanced General Psychology 
Methods of Psychological Inquiry 
Methods of Psychological Inquiry 
Introduction to Experimental Psychology 
(Students enrolling !n Lecture { must enroll in Leb 1.) 
Introduction to Experimental Psychology 
(Students enrolling in Lecture 2 must enroll in Leb 2.) 
1 
2 
1 
2 
Lee 1 
Lab 1 
Lec 2 
Personality 
Personality 
Personality 
Developmental Psychology 
Developmental Psychology 
Abnormal Psychology 
Abnormal Psychology 
Tests and Measurements 
Tests and Measurements 
Experimental Psychology: Perception 
(Students enrolling in lecture must enroll in the following leb.) 
Lab 
Experimental Psychology: Physiological Lefc 
(Students enrolling in lecture must enroll in the following lab.) 
Lab 
Experimental Psychology: Motivaticwi 
(Students enrolling in lecture mutt enroll in the following lab.) 
Lab 2 
1 
2 
3 
1 
2 
1 
2 
1 
2 
Lec 
Counseling Psychology 
Counseling Psychology 
History and Systems of Psychology 
Practicum 
Practicum 
Black Rage 
Seminar in Experimental Psychology: 
Psychohiology 
Seminar in Applied Psychology 
Independent Study 
Lab 
1 
2 
1 
2 
PS 122 Khare 12:00 MTWTh 6 
PS 202 Wagner 10:00 MWThF S 
LC 215 Ackley 1-2:50 nil 5 
LC 15 Khare 7-8:50 p.m. MW 5 
LC 16 Graham 7-8:60 p.m. TTh 5 
LC 15 Graham 1:00 MTThF 6 
LC 15 Goes 9:00 MTWTh 5 
LC 15 Goes 12:00 MTWTh 6 
LC 15 Goss 10:00 MTWTh 6 
LC 15 Thomas 8:00 TWThF 5 
LC 15 Graham 2:00 MTThF 5 
LC 206 Wagner 1-2:50 MW 5 
LC 263 Wagner 3-4:50 MW 5 
LC 15 More 3-4:50 TTh 5 
Contact Political Science Department 5 
PS 224 Khokhlov . 2:00 TWThF 5 
PS 207 Cleaves 9:00 MTWTh 5 
BI 229 Wichman 11:00 MTDiF 5 
LC 204 Herold 12:00 MTWTh 5 
BI 229 Herold 3:00 MTWTh 6 
LC 244 Boerner 9:00 MTTh 5 
BI 318 Boemer 10-12:50 TTh 
LC 256 Boerner 1:00 MWHi 5 
BI 318 Boemer 2-4:50 MW 
PS 207 Cowan 10:00 MTWTh 5 
PS 207 Eaton 11:00 TWThF 5 
LC 244 Cowan 2:00 MTWTh 5 
BI 229 Durrell 10:00 TWThF 5 
LC 244 Cowan 3:00 MTWTh 5 
LC 244 Durrell 1:00 TWThF 5 
PS 207 Durrell 7-8:50 p.m. TTh 5 
PS 207 Morin 3-4:50 MW 5 
LC 244 Staff 7-8:50 p.m. MW 5 
BI 229 Khokhlov 9:00 TThF 5 
BI 321 Khokhlov 10-12:50 TTh 
BI 229 Martinez 1:00 MWTh 5 
BI 321 Martinez 2-4:50 MW 
PS 207 Wichman 1:00 TThF 5 
BI 321 Wichman 2-4:50 TTh 
LC 211 Eaton 2-3:50 TTh 6 
LC 211 Staff 7-8:50 p.m. TTh S 
PS 122 Morin 11:00 MTWTh 6 
LC 211 Eaton 2-3:50 WF 6 
LC 211 Staff 7-8:50 p.m. MW 6 
BI 229 Staff 7-8:50 p.m. MW 5 
LC 244 Martinez 11:00 - MTWTh 5 
PS 207 Morin 7-8:50 p.ni. MW 6 
Contact Psychology Department 
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Study Abroad 
4850 Ssci 210 
An opportunity for study 
abroad is available from the 
Rotary Foundation of Rotary 
International to outstanding 
young men and women who are 
interested in world affairs and 
who can fulfill a dual role of 
student and "ambassador of good 
will." Rotary Foundation 
G r a d u a t e  F e l l o w s h i p s ,  
Undergraduate Scholarships, 
Technical Training and Teachers 
Awards offer gualified students, 
technicians and teachers of the 
handicapped an opportunity to 
c o n t r i b u t e  t o  b e t t e r  
understanding between the 
peoples of their home and host 
countries while pursuing their 
own career interests. 
An award covers round trip 
transportation, educational, living 
and miscllaneous related expenses 
for one academic year, plus in 
certain cases, a period of intensive 
language training in the study 
c o u n t r y  p r i o r  t o  t h e  
commencement of the regular 
academic year. Awards are made 
for study in most any field and 
are tenable in countries in which 
there are Rotary clubs. 
Application deadline is March 
15, but interested students should 
make initial application right 
away. For additional information 
contact Mr. Doyle Stansel in the 
Placement and Financial Aid 
office, S-122, before March 8. 
4851 
4852 
48^ 
4854 
4855 
4856 
4857 
4858 
Ssci 210 
Ssci 210 
Ssci 210 
Ssci 210 
Ssci 210 
Ssci 312 
Ssci 321 
Ssci 498 
4900 Soc 100 
4901 *Soc 305 
4902 
4903 
4904 
4905 
4906 
4907 
4908 
4909 
4910 
4911 
4912 
4913 
4914 
4915 
4916 
4917 
4918 
4919 
4920 
4921 
4922 
4923 
4924 
4925 
4926 
4927 
4928 
4929 
4990 
4i«l 
•Soc 305 
•Soc 310 
•Soc 312 
•Soc 312 
•Soc 322 
•Soc 340 
•Soc 341 
•Soc 342 
•Soc 350 
•Soc 350 
•Soc 351 
•Soc .354 
•Soc 354 
•Soc 3.56 
•Soc 380 
•Soc 380 
•Soc 436 
•Soc 436 
•Soc 438 
•Soc 438 
•Soc 439 
•Soc 439 
•So<' 440 
•Soc 441 
*.S<>c 472 
-Soc 4H0 
•Soc 482 
'•'Soc- 484 
'•'ScH- .5.5.5 
•.Soc .590 
SOCIAL SCIENCES 
Statistics for the Social Sciences ^ 
(StudaflH •nrolling in L««tufe I muit •nroll in Lab la ®j 
Ivab lb 
Statistics for the Social Sciences !.<<* 2 
(Studants enrolling in Lecture 2 must enroll in Lab 2a or 2b-) 
X,adl) 
Lab 2b 
Christianity in History and Society 
UH>anization and the Urban Environment 
Studies in Social Sciences: Decision Making 
in the Changing Environment . , , . 
(Coursa opan to seniort of an* major who requir# I or 2 units toward 
SOCIOLOGY 
The Study of Society 
~'rerequisite for_uppe^<6v«lo_n_co^«_i» Soc IW,_ ^aqulvalent, or 
Sociological Research and Analysis 
(Students enrolling in lecture must enroll in the following lab.) 
LC 27 McDonnell 10:00 MWThF 
LC 39 McDormell 11-12:30 W 
LC 39 McDonnell 11-12:30 Th 
PS 122 Scout 1-2:50 TTh 
LC 39 Scout 3-4:30 T 
LC 39 Scout 3-4:30 Th 
PS 10 Campell 9:00 MTThF 
PS 10 Ackerman 7-8:50 p.m. MW 
LC 297 Bhatia 1-2:50 T 
graduation) 
Lab 
1 
2 
History of Sociological Theory 
Contemporary Sociological Theory 
Contemporary Sociological Theory 
Sociology of the Ghetto 
Sociology of the Family 
Marriage and Family Among Blacks 
The Mexican-Ameruan Family 
Criminology 
Criminology 
Control of Crime 
Deviant Behavior 
Deviant Behavior 
Sociology of Mental Illness 
Sociology of Religion 
Sociology of Religion 
Group Dynamics 
Group Dynamics 
Industrial Sociology 
Industrial Sociology 
Military Sociology 
Military Sociology 
.Social Slratification 
Black Social Stratification 
.Social Roles iui<l .Soi iai Interaction 
Human (irnwth and Social Environment 
Fields of Social Work 
Social Casework 
Indepemlent Slialy 
.Seminar in Sociology: Systems Analysis 
for the .Social Sciences 
• IndicAtes courjM which have a praraquidt*; plaa»a chack tha catalog batore complatlog ragistration". -
RENAISSANCE DANCE WORKSHOPS 
LC 27 
consent of ins 
Gates 7-8:50 p.m. TTh 6 
tfuctor. 1 
LC 256 Floyd 2:00 MTWTh 5 
LC 13 Floyd , 3-4:30 TTh 
ix: 27 Bulgarella 1-2:50 TTh 5 
PS 224 Decker 12:00 MTWTh 5 
LC 204 Decker 1-2:50 TTh 5 
LC i247 Morales 7-8:50 p.m. TTh 5 
LC 215 Haddad 7-8:50 p.m. TTh 6 
LC 247 Sullivan 10-11:50 TTh 5 
LC 204 Casados 8:00 MTWTh 5 
LC 247 Wagoner 9:00 TWThF 5 
LC 215 Wagoner 11:00 TWThF 5 
LC 206 Doran 6-9:50 p.m. W 6 
PS 224 Ford 9:00 MTWTh 5 
LC 215 Ford 12:00 MTWTh 5 
LC 212 Ford 11:00 MTWTh 5 
LC 211 Paynton 10-11:50 MW 5 
LC 215 Paynton 1-2:50 MW 5 
IX 204 Hawkins 9:00 MTWTh 5 
LC 204 Hawkins 1-2:50 MW 6 
BI 124 Fine 10:00 MTWTh 5 
EI 102 Fine 7-8:50 p.m. MW 6 
LC 247 Bulgarella 11-12:50 MW 5 
LC 247 Bulgarella 7-8:60 p.m. MW 6 
HI 124 Fine 9:00 MTWTh 5 
LC 215 Edwards 4-5:50 MW 5 
LC 21.5 Haddad 3-4:50 TTh 5 
LC 204 Hawkins 11:00 MTWTh 5 
LC 204 Harwell 5-6:50 p.m. MW 5 
LC 247 Staff 9-12:50 s 6 
Conta< t ScK-ioiogy Department 
MW 
5 
LC 247 Mortensen 3-4:50 6 
INDEPENDENT STUDY / CREDIT-BY-EXAMINATION 
During the Spring term 1973 a pilot program is being offered in which students 
may enroll in certain courses on an independent study basis. Through the use of pro-
granuned materials, video tapes, and other instructional resources, students may set 
their own pace in these courses. Further information regarding these courses or proce-
dum for enrolling in them is available from the Office of Academic Planning or the 
individual course innovators. . li m 
GS 109 Organisms and Evolution Harrington'^ 
GS 170 Studies in Literature Mayo 
Educ 330 Psychological Foundations of Educatim Garcia 
Ssci 210 Statistics for Social Sciences McDonnell 
The College will offer two special weekend workshops in Renaissance Dance during 
the spring (piiirtcr. The instructor will be Mrs. Luba Blumberg of Berkeley, California. 
Students may enroll in cilhcr ses.sion A or B for one unit credit or in both sessions for 
two units credit. Non-malriculated individuals may enroll as extension students (call 
the Office of Continuing E<lucation. ext. 594, for details). The workshops are open to 
all students: no previous dance experience is required. 
" Schetiitre'No. 17^^ Session A: April 6. 7. 8. 1973 '' • ' r.'Sfl 
S<-hedule No. 1728 .Session B; April 13. 14. 15. 1973 
u 
Hours: Friday 4:00 - 6:30 p.m. 
Saturday 9:00- 11:30 a.m. and 1;.30 - 4:00 p.m. 
Sunday -1:30 - 4:00 p.m. 
Room: FA 109 
WELCOME & BEST WISHES TO THE STUDENTS & FACULTY AT CAL STATE 
w 
Metric Tools 
IMPORT AUTO SUPPLY 
Foreign Car Parts 
AND SERVICE 
iVe give 
student 
discounts 
565 W. 9th Between St. 
SAN BERNARDINO 
869-9505 
885-°6652 
BECK/ARNLEY 
Distributor 
MANICURES 
AND 
SHOE SHINES 
CUNING & STYLING 
Specia/izing^n 
HAIR STRAIGHTfNINe and COLORING 
RAZOR HAIR SHAPING • FACIALS A SCALP TRIATMENTS 
LM>IES A CHILDREN'S HAIR CUTTING Msrs WIGS STYLED A CLEANED • PRIVATE CONSULTATION 
App i^atmtntt Available 
OPEN 
MONDAYS 883-9115 
242 E. HI6HUND AVE. - SAN BERNARDINO 
Greet ings to a/ l  the students -  facul ty at  Cat State 
Welcome to all students & faculty members at Cal State 
U WRECK 'EM -
WE FIX 'EM 
COMPLETE 
BODY REPAIR & PAINTING 
SPECIALIZING IN 
Metal Work, Expert Color Matching, 
Foreign & Sports Cars-Trucks 
24-HR. TOWING 
Samuel 
Auto Works 
FREE ESTIMATES 
887-2409 
JO, 
ttttUtCkvit 
, iHkMateartJ 
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ilLPHA KAPPA PSI (Business 
l^ement) — 7:00 - 8:00 a.in. 
iBifS-122. Big business is bulldin' 
ud so is the need for students 
viioknow how to get it together 
on the executive dart board. 
Come and see how your 
monopoly of ideas will fit in near 
gndoite when Big Brother comes 
looking for you. 
ANTHROPOLOGY CLUB -
Tuesdays, 10:00 & 12:00 a.m., 
L(>287. Welcome to this new club 
on camp and good luck to all you 
friends of anthropology in your 
new adventures with rocks and 
Cal Straight rattlesnakes. Get on 
down wit dem weeds and rack em 
uprighteous. 
ASB STUDENT SENATE -
Ehie to a faulty error, all you ASB 
campers were printed as meeting 
OflWdays, 1:30 - 3:00 p.m.. In 
LC-500, when you actually jam 
ti^ton Wednesdays, from 9:00 -
11:00, on the 5th floor of the 
libcary. Sorry, sweet Senate ... 
ASSOCIATED WORKERS -
Hiuredays, 1:00 - 2:00 p.m., 
LC-211. The workers are singin' a 
bst tune so nevah hang loose 
until you first get tough ... in 
other wards, you'll be happier 
with what you have once you've 
earned it... come to this meeting 
in your greasepants. 
BSU (BLACK STUDENTS 
UNION) - Wednesdays, SS-141, 
1:00 • 2:00 p.m. We gonna be 
where it's at for a long time, so 
help shaft the power where it 
belongs. (Superfly is alive and 
whispering in your ear). 
CHRISTIAN LIFE - Tuesdays, 
12:00 • 1:00 p.m., LC-211. 
Marinatha's a witchy experience 
in concert, the Bible's on the 
^ best-seller list, and Blessed Hope's 
' a Jesus Band that digs on praising 
the Lord. There's a well on the 
hill, babe, let it be. 
EL CLUB DE ESPANOL -
Viva Mexico! Tenrba sus juntas, 
todos los miercoles. 12:00 • 1:00 
p.in.,LC-41. 
FRANCAIS ET FRANCAISE -
. . .  nous  sommes 
incomprehensibles a nous-memes 
... rhomme est plus inconeevable 
sans ce mystere que ce mysteie 
n'est inconceable a I'homme." 
Voyez Mile. Pelletier dans le 
lab^toire d'etudes. 
MECHA (CHICANO STUDENT 
UNION) - Tuesdays, 12:00 -
1:00 p.m., in SS-151. Bemardine 
Mata's the beauty of MECHA who 
knows what's happening in a foxy 
club. The Chicano Food 
Luncheon was a cool success. 
LEAGUE OF WOMEN 
VOTERS — Dates for March 
meetings not yet received. 
However, plan for a world trade 
wrap-up and watch the YIP'S on 
the subject of world trade in the 
93rd Congress, the truckin' topic 
for March meetings. LWV leans 
towards a liberal trade policy. 
POLIT ICAL SCIENCE 
COUNCIL - Tuesdays, 11:00 -
12:00 a.m., un LC-15. Certify 
your certiorari and appeal your 
appeals, F.'Lees. Hre litigants are 
leavin' it all behind if you don't 
file some heavy suits at that 
meeting, lawyers. You are excused 
from attending if you will be 
taking the Bar Exam at that time 
or if you are going to be a judge, 
Gettin if on! 
in which case you will not only 
forget taking the Bar Exam but 
you will be too busy shaking 
hands to care. 
PSYCHOLOGY CLUB -
Wednesdays, 12:00 - 1:00 p.m. 
The PSYCH groupies have got ya 
some roastin theories on 
marshmallow behaviorism in the 
analysis of dry martinis. Yes, the 
Psych Club is a real trip as any 
brother of an uptight analyst will 
tell ya. Frizz out your hair, grab a 
chess board and get on down to 
some bad matter. The Psych 
Library's liftin', the Dept's doin' 
it wicked, and hot n' bothered 
Mark is running a special. 
SCUBA DIVES - Here at the 
lovely expanses of Cal State's 
Straight campus you may now 
enjoy the pleasant facilities of 
peaceful, relaxing scuba dives in 
our own heated, free of fungus 
pool. Relatively sounding like an 
advertisement for Ben Hunter's 
Holiday Shores advertisements for 
Sun City's beautiful Lake Mojave, 
the PE Dept. with Seaweed Weiny 
and Jellyfish Jim are gonna bring 
you some alright easy livin' on 
Weds, and Thurs. nites in the 
pool. Shower facilities are free 
with A.S.B. card. 
SPANISH CLUB & SPANISH 
TUTORING SESSIONS - The 
tutoring is free and the club is 
alive and kicking, so come and 
espanol your way across the 
border. Todos los dias, hermanos, 
9:00 • 1:00 p.m., m,LC-41. Cesar 
Chavez is dawnin' on you. 
SPORTS COMMITTEE -
Thursdays, 1st & 3rd of the 
month, 3:00 - 4:00 p.m.. Room 
122 of the PE building (take a left 
at the nearest desert -then follow 
the tumUeweeds and youTl get 
there.) Bring your dirty socks and 
crumple your sweatshirts at the 
greatest nasty project ever 
launched throughout the PE 
department. The $500 question 
is: Why does Cal State not have 
inter-collegiate sports? Ask 
President Pfau for the 50 cent 
answer. 
STUDENT COUNCIL FOR 
EXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN -
Thursdays, I2r09--1:00 p.m., in 
PS-224. Warm a little place in 
your heart to help a child less 
fortunate. Special Education is 
r i gh t  on ,  schoo l  i s  
institutionalized babysitting, and 
society needs a change in values. 
Ask that darlin' daredevil of the 
Kiddies Liberation Movement, Dr. 
Steve Morin, what his Utopia is all 
about. He can get it together. 
SASW — Thursdays, LC-211, 
1:00 • 2:00 p.m. Bogart this club 
on an easy ridin' powdah and dirt 
race the shine before you hit the 
place. You're absolutely correct if 
you guessed that the previous 
statement is false. (What is SASW, 
people?) 
YD CLINIC — Here we are 
again, students of Cal Straight, 
bringing you the words of the 
Health Center: "Yes, we do have a 
YD Qinic." If you read that 
between the lines you will 
discover that the Student Health 
Center has got it in for bad scenes 
and bar-hoppin babes that haven't 
got their shots. So da Clinic says 
cruise on by and take five before 
the devil gits ya. 
Editor-in-Chief . 
Auistant Editor 
Advertising ..,. 
Sttf fWri ters . . .  
Special Feature 
Activities Editor 
Advisor 
Prime ... breakfast of champions 
Nancy Jo Saunders 
Jim Dilday 
. . ^ BiMTarpai 
Rene DeShane, Michael Potepan, 
Kent Grant 
Peggy O'Malley 
Dr. Ed White 
SKI CLUB - Thursdays, 3:00 
p.m., in LC-256. Hang ten on 
your skis while whitecapped 
slopes are still white and capped.' 
The KMEN and KFXM DJ'S have* 
been playing ski reports with 
weather conditions and slope 
standings, plus wind velocity, so 
tune 'em in and keep up on the 
latest news for de Jean Claude 
Kiily amateurs. 
MINDBLOWIN 
EVENTS 
Robert JE Blakeley, student at 
Cal Straight, has turned in a 
petition to the college for a new 
school mascot. The mascot 
Robert had in mind was Van C. 
Andrews! How about that one 
knockin on yo door, baby! The 
petition reads as follovre: 
"We, the undersigned, do 
hereby join in the petition of Van 
C. Andrews for the office of 
School Mascot. We certify that, in 
our opinion, the above stated 
person is fully qualified to hold 
the above stated office. We also 
certify that we have not signed 
any other petitions for this office, 
and that we are members of the 
Student Body of the California 
State College, San Bernardino." 
The applicant must obtain 
twenty-five (25) signatures on the 
petition. 
Alright! 
THANKS YOU GUYS 
May warm blankets and slightly 
used teddy bears cuddle your 
dreams forever: George Romandy, 
ASB Activities Chairman; Richard 
Bennecke, Activities Chairman; 
Sheryle Guidry, Activities 
Secretary/Receptionist, and 
Marlene, Student Activities 
Assistant, for all their far-out 
patience and divin dedication. 
The  Ac t i v i t i es  Ed i to r  i s  
indebted, people! 
May many beautiful things 
happen to your hearts for the rest 
of your luving lives: Shirley 
Alvarez, Corky Moffett, and Doris 
Scott, Secretary/Receptionist who 
help above an beyond da cool call 
of duty. 
FOREIGN FLICKS 
FOR MARCH 
March 2 — Lazarillo, Fri., 
Spanish, een day PS-10 ata 6:00 
March 7 — Fidelio, Weds., 
Austrian, in PS-10 at 6:00. 
Dig this: Public and students 
invited freebie to all foreign flicks. 
REGULAR FUCK 
FOR MARCH 
March 9 - CUBA YA, oh yeh! 
PS-10 at 8:00, Fri. nite, is where 
it's at. Public peoples must dish 
out a 50 cent piece for dis one. 
HAPPENINGS 
HAPPENING 
March 2 — Dept. Chair meet., 
11:00 in lovin LC-500. 
March 5 — World Affairs 
Dinner, 7:00 - 10:00, in Main 
Mothah Bear. 
March  6  -  FRENCH,  
GERMAN,  &  RUSSIAN 
PLACEMENT EXAMS in PS-224. 
(That's in the U.S. of A., bros and 
sis.) The SPANISH PLACEMENT 
EXAM - aw, come on now, it's 
just a III ole test will be hittin it 
off in LC-27. Both testin is at 
10:00. 
March 7 — IKs is gonna be a 
busy day, people. At 11:45 there 
is a meet of the Health Science 
Advisory Committee in C-104 - B 
(stands for building). 
Also on the seventh, from 7:00 
- 7:30 there is a behoovin 
getting-it-up meet of SIMS, the 
Students International Meditation 
Society, in LC-500. Pack up your 
guru to teach you a bettah way 
and keep on truckin' to that yen 
for yoga and mindblowin 
meditation freaks. 
And dontcha forget your 
foreign flick, Fidelio. 
March 8 ~ Student Affairs 
meet, SS-143, at 11:45 w. 
Community College Liaison in 
Room C-1048 .  I t ' s  a  t r i p  .  . .  
March 9 — Remindin you 
already of CUBA YA, a regular 
flick. 
March 10 — Chorus Recital 
Rehearsal at 12:30 in PS-10 - sing 
on. 
Yeh, Dr. Khare would have to 
call some meet over the weekend, 
Pol). Sci. people. Remember your 
Gaining and Simulation at 
whenever you're supposed to get 
there. Mar. 10 — that's a Sat. - in 
LC-500. 
March 11 — Sun. 8:15, Student 
Recital revvin up, PS-10. 
March 14 — At 12:45 there's a 
far out meet of the Prez, the 
Presidents Club Luncheon, C-105. 
March 17 — Choral Rehearsal at 
1:00 in PS-10. Practice yore lil 
voices out. 
March 17 — Also a groovin 
SCIENCE FAIR goin on all day in 
da Large Gym (remember when 
they had the Inland Science Fair 
here?) 
March  18  —CHORAL 
CONCERT at 8:15 in PS-IO. 
Singin the sunshine out. 
March 19 & 20 — Science Fair 
all day again in the Large Gym. 
Grab your Paramecium aurelia 
and caudatum and get hustlin. 
March 20 — Yep, the great Prez 
are hittin it off again in C-105 for 
ano ther  Pres iden ts  C lub  
Luncheon. (So don't they eveh 
eat breakfast or dinner?) They 
shore do luv them luncheons. 
March 21 — Another Meditation 
meet - SIMS - in LC-500 at 7:30. 
Bring your beads an a clear mind. 
You can clear it for one night and 
then they'll letcha fog it up again. 
Dig it! 
March 24 & 25 — Swing them 
rackets and shoot against LOVE 
this time, tennis fans, for it's the 
SAN BERNARDINO TENNIS 
OPEN happenin in da courts for 
two whole days until again at the 
end of the month. 40-LOYE is 
where you wanna be. 
March 29 — yes, no, yes it is .. . 
another President's Club 
Luncheon in C-105. Let's hope 
the poor Presidents aren't livin on 
ham salad and rye. No wonder it's 
so tough to make all those nasty 
decisions. 
March 31 — Sat., and March is 
blown away: It's the end of the 
month meet of the SAN 
BERNARDINO TENNIS OPEN, 
lasting through Sunday, April' 1. 
Wind up your arms and shine your 
tennis shoes, the TENNIS OPEN 
is anothah where it's at. 
Note to a CAMPUS SECURITY 
POLICE OFFICER: Is the phrase, 
"Get movin!" a pleasant way to 
greet a student exiting from the 
car? You could at least brush up 
on your manners, guys. 
Don't be hesitant to answer. 
Anonymous letters to the Editor 
that have something to say are as 
good as any. 
LINTAULrS BABES: 
LEO DOYLE and his foxy 
Woodworking are moving out 
soon in the Art Gallery. Sneak a 
peak now and all hall banners and 
soggy popcorn to that Alma Mater 
of the decade, the Rochester 
Institute of Technology. LEO 
DOYLE has got it all togethah! 
Salvador Bru's Paintings will be 
in da Art Gallery from March 4 -
March 30. Catch 'em, they're a 
trip! 
A HELPFUL NOTE FROM 
THE ASB ACTIVITIES 
DEPARTMENT 
Recently you may have noticed 
the lai^e triangular billboard in-
the center of the campus. As an 
aid to students knowledge of 
events on campus, any event of 
major importance will be posted 
on the side facing the main 
parking lot. Unfortunately, the 
large four foot by eight foot 
poster advertising the Credibility 
Gap on the 16th of February 
seemed to  d isappear  a  day  o r  two  
before the event took place. That 
disaster may have been a very 
natural phenomenon and on that 
basis unavoidable. It would be a 
sad commentary on the student 
body itself it within its midst 
there exists a student that would 
take it upon his or herself to 
remove said sign, not only because 
of the painstakingly involvement 
in preparation of said sign, but 
because the whole student body 
loses when they spend their 
student body card money for 
expensive events such as took 
place that night, and then cannot 
even be informed about THEIR 
EVENTS ON THEIR CAMPUS. 
George Romandy 
ASB Activities Chairman 
In te r -Organ iza t ion  Counc i l  
meets every Thursday at 10:00 
a.m. in the Lower Commons 
(Mother Bears). The I.O.C. is 
comprised of representatives from 
all active student organizations on 
campus. If you are a member of a 
campus student organization and 
your organization is not sending a 
representative to the weekly 
I.O.C. meetings, your organization 
i s  no t  be ing  adequa te ly  
represented. Find out what is 
happening on campus and how 
your organization can better serve 
its members. 
I.O.C. is where it's at! 
Thank you, 
George 
By PEGGY O'MALLEY 
DRAMA DAREDEVIL: 
Riil West of the Drama 
Department has got a really 
psyched play coming up in March, 
entitled "Self-Accusations." 
"Seif-Accusations," written by 
Peter Handke, is a multi-media 
play open to the public. 
Admission is freebie to all and 
Phil's got the whole 5th floor 
reserved for your pleasure (start 
movin' that furniture, Phil). 
The play will be on Wednesday, 
March 14, at 7:00, on the 5th 
floor of the everlastin' library. 
CSCSB PHOTO CONTEST 
WIN PRIZES!!! 
HAVE FUN! ! !  
The purpose of this contest is to 
generate student input to obtain a 
student perspective of CSCSB. 
Imagine a student perspectus 
booklet to be used for recruiting 
purposes by CSCSB. Your ideas 
and your pictures. attracting 
future students for CSCSB. 
Prizes will be awarded for black 
and white, and color prints. 
Entries must be received no later 
than 5 p.m., 30 March 1973. 
Entries must be no smaller than 
2" X 3" and should be turned into 
the office of Mike Rose in 
Admissions and Records. (Student 
Services Building). 
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Stoodent Stuff 
7oeU(i 
m 
YOU KNOW 
WHO YOU ARE 
Flow — you stifled words! 
Let me interpret all within. 
Let me vision meaning and ideal 
So that I may picture them in 
words. 
Then you may understand. 
You are the barriers that are 
erected 
i^inst iminression — 
You bring me no more than vague 
descriptions 
"Hiat have been warped by 
distorted minds — 
You bring me the whisper 
That emerges from a darkhe^ 
Deeper than mere moonless 
nights. 
I listen to your voice and 
I heax the faint rustle of dry leaves 
ina breeze, 
And I watch the doudness of 
your unpattemed face 
Painted in the distant blue of a 
sky 
And drift with the somnolence 
Of a deafened moment. 
I cry out 
For some philosophy — 
I reach 
To catch a fra^e mood from a 
voice 
That exists in the quivering silence 
Of your vaporous harmony. 
You mock oiu: minds and you 
fling laughter 
trough the flrown of our 
dilemma. 
We plead no desire to be sated 
With the secrets you possess — 
No art to gamer direction from 
the seeds of your mad 
complexities. 
We do not comprehend your 
histrionics 
For to us it remained 
uninterpreted. 
Nor do you comprehend 
We have no use for idleness 
wasting hours — 
Too precious to deny them 
unspent flight. 
You write with the trembling 
Hand that evades analysis. 
And we wander as over a 
blistering desert. 
With only faint .mirages holding a 
tentative, 
Passion of faith within us. 
We know not if it is artistry that 
you seek. 
We care not what the depth of 
your impressions reach — 
Except through curiosity, 
And even that is only a chance 
Reflection in our attempts to 
bridge 
The abyss between sanity, 
And your incongruously 
expressed impressions. 
For you 
Are indifferent to the strength of 
our need. 
You care neither for the 
boundaries of our scope. 
Nor do you heed the plaint of our 
disbelief. 
Is it an unappeased hunger that 
has thrust 
Your caustic humor into 
sentence? 
Alas, you need not tell 
For you could not speak without 
the weakness of verbosity. 
Here are the things of which I 
would write. 
These are the throbs of tired 
minds. 
Know that inspiration seeks 
brevity 
Know that you are a cheater of 
dreams. 
And a pestilence that gorges on 
the mind — 
Stop the ceaseless washing of your 
impotent waves 
While we wait 
For an angry ocean of power 
To build a life. 
Give us a ribbon of light 
One bright beam to follow 
Through the ever-threatening dark 
Or surrender at last 
To the beckoning rocks of your 
fears 
And let one who smoulders 
Feed the fires of our minds. 
YOU KNOW WHO YOU ARE 
— Betty Morse 
TO STATE 
Quick to ask 'Who are you?*, 
disregard individual sovereignty, 
only the authority of the state 
need apply,... 
there is no is; intelligence 
suffers, state grow^, individuals 
mold, patterns are' lost, feelings 
die. 
By ROBERT SILBER 
Stoodents! 
send your poetry 
to Nancy 
for publication 
TO ENSNARED 
Adulterous eyes, 
green with envy, 
directed towards my virtue, 
extended by jealousy, 
authored by satan; 
fear of exposure, 
one step further, 
drag him down with your own 
guilt, listen to satan call to you 
saying 'you've saved him.' 
Be glad in your reaffirmed 
authority, company of one is now 
made pleasurable by your most 
recent conquest. Hell is easy to 
share - hard to get out of. 
TO MY TEACHER 
The golden* eyes swallowed in 
grey hair double talk (smile) know 
nothing con man trickery (rape) 
gamw; with, perverted eexual 
activities (hidden) as motive. 
(Open mouth, vomit for words, 
spin for mind, fear of truth, lies as 
air, oil for tongue.) 
They'll never know. 
Hate my mind, me, want it for 
you^elf, use mind hypnosis to 
pervert it, try hard to destroy it; 
its existence sees throu^ you, is 
put together by God. 
*costume jewelry 
IN A CLASSROOM 
OF THE COLLEGE 
The ghosts of these minds 
behind desks, 
trails of light out the comer of 
your eye. 
— Nancy Saunders 
MONDAY ON 40th STREET, SAN BERNARDINO 
I met you on a Monday and my heart stood still, 
day doo run run run day doo run run. 
Somebody told me that your name was Bill, 
but I don't believe it; it doesn't matter — 
men never tell the tmth anyway. I ask you 
"how do you get high?" and you say "I don't, 
I'm depressed all the time." You're lying; 
you're a college bound torn cat who daylights 
by the strength of the sun and the long wind 
of college professors, blowing with divine wisdom. 
Nighttime finds you sneaking around gutters, 
sniffing out the warm to dry your rain skin — 
it smells like sidewalks wet with worms. 
You say you never make decisions and don't think 
on Sundays, but I know you're dying to prove 
you're a man; and baby if you make my heart 
stand still you better be ready to sprint down 
the assignments of my soul cuz I'll study you 
until you whirl the adrenalin in hot circles 
and make an "A" and get stoned on life and stop 
lying and proving and dreaming and fantasizing; 
until spring brings out the flowers on Little 
Mountain, the truth out of lies, the truth 
that makes men out of tom-catting San Bemardino 
street dwellers, Sundays out of Mondays, and 
complete lovers in studious repose in May out of 
a single lonely woman standing with the sea 
in her eyes and the rain in her hair, 
on a Monday in December. 
Day doo run run run day doo run run. 
Nancy Saunders 
t_««.y4vs Eteemnlr^* 
Dear Sisters and Friends, ^ 
The Supreme Court ruling a 
January 19, 1973 is enabling tiul 
Feminist Women's Health Centei • 
to open two new Abortion Qinici j 
and Women's Clinics!!! 
The location of the Los Angeier 
Clinic is 1027 South Crenshai -
Blvd., Los Angeles, and in orde^^ 
to get it together immediately w! 
need help! 
WE NEED YOUR HELP!!!! ; 
Specific things are needed. They .i 
are: 
Money — lump sums, weekly or . 
monthly pledges -
Good furniture for the clink 
and lounges ^ 
Office supplies — paper! 
envelopes, pens, stamps 
Anything and Everything 
Clinic or office equipment 
Paint 
Pictures for the walls 
Anything else you can think of 
But, also we need some of your 
time and energy 
We need women with clinic or 
office skills 
We need women to form work 
crews to clean and fix up the 
clinic 
We need women to do 
telephoning 
Everyone has something to donate 
Please contact us immediately 
at the Feminist Women's Health 
Center, 746 So. Crenshaw Blvd., 
Los Angeles, Cal. 90005. Our 
phone No. is (213) 936-7219. 
We also need you to spread the ^ 
word!! Your continued support is 
despera te ly  needed  and  
appreciated. 
We hope to hear from you soon, 
Barb Hansen for 
The Feminist Women's 
Health Center 
February 27; 1973 
Attention women 
"Introducing: ALLSISTERS: 
women's poetry, short stories, 
cartoons, photographs, letters. A 
place that's warm and vulnerable 
-angry and cold — emotional and 
renalive — rational and defensive. 
ALLSISTERS is a woman 
I liberation group. 
I ALLSISTERS hopes that ail 
; women will contribute to this 
; section. Leave work in the 
; hwprint box in the Student 
i Services building near the 
I Activities office marked 
1 ALLSISTERS. 
Entries this issue are from Fell, 
and Susan. 
\ * Great News for Women! 
^ Doris Durrell and Gloria 
I Cowan in ftychology are trying to 
get a Women's Studies Program 
going here at State. The program 
M is in the very earliest stages and 
' they really need student help with 
. it. They particularly would like 
: interested students to subnut 
I requests for courses they would 
; want to take (whether it's in your 
; ^ particular field or not), preferably 
in petition form with signatures of 
other students who are interested 
in it. These will be used when the 
whole program and the specific 
courses given will be presented for 
approval. They also need help 
with jobs like stuffing envelopes 
which are very boring and not in 
I the least bit glamourous but 
i which need to be done if we are 
I to have any program at all. They 
; are also interested in talking to 
women in any major who would 
like to participate in the program 
or even do a minor in Women's 
^ Studies. 1 personally look forward 
to getting academic credit for 
: something I would be doing 
anyway! 1 hope every woman who 
is interested will make herself 
known and will support the 
program with her time and effort 
•as well as sympathy. And, 
hopefully, by this quarter next 
, year we will have a full-fledged 
^ Women's Studies Program. 
i've just realized today 
february 9th 1973 that i'm glad 
i'm living now rather than in the 
past. 
i had always looked with nostalgia 
to the past, 1890, 1600 or even 
1920 
when it was still innocent to be 
bourgeois 
and one was simply born to one's 
pleasures, 
but then i forgot that i have no 
ancient 
titled ancestors that i know of and 
i would most probably have been 
a 
peasant, worked all my life, raped 
by the lord oT the manor on my 
marriage 
night or by the master's son in 
whose 
house i served, or perhaps not so 
dramatically just beaten by my 
husband with no way of escaping. 
i'm glad i'm living now 
that in this, my 25th year, 
i could leave my husband, 
find a job and a place to live, 
and learn to be independent.. . 
that i could decide intellectually 
that i would be bi-sexual and 
refuse to accept the traditional 
guilt hatreds lesbians have always 
faced and feared ... that i could 
accept my own sexuality and ask 
a man into my bed instead of 
having to wait and silently hope 
he would notice my coy behavior 
and then afterwards act 
innocent and surprised and 
passive . .. 
that i can write and in doing so 
tear down the taboos placed on 
my body, 
to talk of my period and being 
fertile, 
things that were 'woman talk' and 
only 
whispered of in dark sitting rooms 
in 
the afternoons while the men 
were at 
work or in J;he lace-curtained 
bedrooms, 
hurriedly, the week before my 
marriage... 
that i can do all of these things 
and 
not care that i perhaps embarrass 
people 
or that men are frightened of me 
because 
they know I don't need them 
anymore and if they still want me 
to know they must come to me 
on a new and equal basis. 
i am living, watching and being a 
part of 
a new age. i am becoming the new 
woman. 
i am unafraid though the path is 
foggy 
and the journey long, i may 
have to walk alone much of the 
way 
and it won't be easy, even now, 
but 
i stand within reach of the golden 
age; 
i see the new world in the distance 
waiting for us to create it. 
fell ii -
i hate to think of 
being alone, independent, 
because i can't find a 
man i can tolerate 
but that seems the way 
it will be .. , 
it is still so utterly feminine 
still waiting for the man to act 
waiting for my cue . .. 
but when i think 
of how often i speak 
and he doesn't respond or 
he argues, taking credence 
but wishing to destroy it 
this the flower of my thoughts 
instead of waiting for it 
tending and watering it like 
my sisters do, i wonder 
how long i can wait and 
keep this pretence of equality 
when there is no equality in the 
world 
and i feel like the statue of liberty 
on ellis island. 
•-••vv. 
i  • '  k a  
fell iii ~ 
polish him off, like an apple 
leave the porchlight on 
but i can't sleep and 
masturbation doesn't help; 
it doesn't stop the loneliness. 
i hate being alone in bed 
but in daylight it drives me on 
almost a necessity, like air 
a definite dilemma, that 
nothing ever happens, 
why should it? 
the worst part of bdng 
alone, that draws me to 
human company, is 
feeling worthless 
after going out of your way 
to make friends and being 
rejected, you wondet 
if you're really that ugly 
or stupid and if no one really does 
want you 
(i get'like''this once a month 
maybe it's my period) 
•UCr 
fell V ~ 
lemons sitting on the table 
which i picked from 
the neighbor's tree today 
round and yellow 
lemon yellow 
everything you can say about 
a lemon freshly picked 
with the stem and 
leaves still there ... 
my d<^ coming ov^ to 
sniff me and put her cold 
nose on my leg ... 
seeking a Mend 
talking of our lives and 
drinking beer... 
these are the things of my day 
and they are good. yM' 
- :,.V: 
fell vi -
during the day 
when a typewriter isn't near 
poetry grows in my mind 
well, at least buds of 
opening lines. 
but they flower and slip 
away like the other 
thoughts of the day and 
somehow get lost in the jumble 
of buses to catch and dogs fed. 
and by the time i sit with 
this machine before me 
my mind is a blank 
and i end up writing 
poems about writing poems 
and wonder what the hell 
i'm doing anyway ... 
fell vii -
so it took five days 
to get my head straight, 
then, by chance, i saw 
him today and it starts 
all over again, 
damn! 
JANE FONDA is expecting a child in June 
Alright!! 
Stokeley 
continued from page 3 
economy. And it will keep going 
up and up until it bust. Wage and 
price freezes ain't gone stop it 
'cause it's the system that's 
wrong. You have to destroy that 
system and put something better 
in its place. The capitalist in 
America knows that all the money 
in this country he'll have to try 
and get wilt be four hundred 
million dollars. So he's fighting to 
get the biggest chunk. Under 
socialism, forty dollars is shared. 
TTiere ain't no arguing over the 
profits. Profits are used for the 
benefit of the people. They are 
used humanistically and 
intelligently. 
• I  Desert Mat's SHELL CITY 
•ON WATERMAN-
iVelcome & Best Wishes to the Students & Faculty Members at Cal Slate 
NEED A CAMPER SHELL? 
BUY IT NOW! 
Pay with your Tax Refund Check 
No Down Payment — No Carrying 
Charges for 60 Days. 
; I VISIT CALIFORNIA'S LARGEST (Count 'em) DISCOUNT 
Desert Mat s CAMPER SHELL SUPERMART! 
SHELL CITY 
•ONWATBUMAN-
* 257 NORTH WAnRMAN 
SAM enNARDINO • 888-0141 
OPEN 7 DATS 
WEEKDAYS M 
SUNDAY 10-5 
^ «TtNNniiWWlYWCArT«CEATI«UCrTTSil$COtOT«K||'» II 
The white man thinks that he 
can invent space. He keeps on 
making cars. The capistalist has 
used technology to make his 
money. A car is made to last you 
two years, then everything goes 
wrong with it. That's the way it is 
designed. In 1943 cars cost less to 
make and they were better.cars, 
they lasted longer. In 1973, it cost 
less to make cars but they sell 
them for more and they don't last 
no where near the lime they used 
to. Everything is gone up. Even 
toilet paper's gone up and the 
paper's gettin' thinner. 
We must be concerned about 
people — money will come, don't 
worry about it. We got to come 
together. The man who says 
PRIVATE PROPERTY! This is 
My land! I own It! Is a fool. Land 
can't belong to one person but 
belongs collectively to the people, 
this principle is diametrically 
opposed to America. 
— RACISM — Everywhere we 
are you'll find it. Everywhere we 
are with the white man, you'll 
find it. We must find enough 
power to frustrate racism, and 
enough power to stop the white 
man from carrying out his racism. 
As Africans, as Black men, we 
have to decide our destiny. We 
have to go back to Africa. And I 
know a lot of you out there don't 
like to hear talk about going back 
to Africa, but you have to know 
where you come from. Does your 
history start four hundred years 
ago in slavery or in Africa, 
millions of years ago? History 
WELCOME & BEST WISHES TO STUDENTS &. FACULTY MEMBERS AT CAL ST A TE 
daytona motor parts & machine 
3 HANDY LOCATIONS - OPEN EVERYDAY 8 am-Apm 
8' Jump Cobles 
Reg. $1.97 
$ 1  47 
STARTER 
Reg. $21.38 
15 87 
ALTERNATOR 
Reg. $28.81 
CENERATOR 
Reg. $17.73 
rORMOST CARS - Full 90 Day Guarantee 
DELCO 
Water 
Pump 
Lubricant 
& Rust 
inhibitor 
Stop That 
Domoging 
Rust & 
Corrosion 
Build-Up 
FELPRO 
unR puw 
IVRRICANT 
RUST 
•HRITOi 
mlake Voiie««a 
37' 
Reg. 89' 
• FAST 
• EFFICIENT 
• DEPENDABLE 
The Latest In 
Modern Equipment 
SHOP OPEN 
ALL DAY SUNDAYS 
JACK STANDS 
4000 LB. CAPACITY 
WORK ON YOUR 
OWN CAR WITH 
COMPLETE 
SAFETY 
MACHINE SHOP SPECIAL 
VALVE JOBS! 
8CYL.-$18.00 
6 CYL. - $ 
•k-kir k k k  
$337 
EA. 
NEW! NEW! 
Voltnge Regulotor 
Reg. $9.75 
METRIC WRENCH 
LIFETIME GUARANTEE 
5 PC. 
OPEN END 
$23T 
• SURFACING 
• KNURLING 
• FITTING AND 
ALIGNING RODS 
• BORING 
• HOT TANK 
• BEAD BLASTING 
• HONING 
BOSCH 
FILTERS 
SPIN ON 
S)«7 
CARTRIDGE 
S J 4 7  
LOMA LINDA 
25153 REDLANDS BLVD. 
1796-8311 or 825-7633 
CLOSED SATURDAY 
HIGHGROVE 
RIVERSIDE - 1270 CENTER 
(CENTER & IOWA) 
CORONA 
590 SO. LINCOLN 
6th & LINCOLN 
825-0827 or 784-0150 1737-9600 or 687-4757 
COME CHECK OUT TOTALLY DISCOUNT PRICES 
properly interpreted should 
inspire. I heard on the radio that 
the Leaning Tower of Pisa is 
failing, the London Tower Is 
cracking, and something's going 
wrong with the Statue of Liberty. 
But through rain, wind, and 
earthquake the Pyramids of Africa 
haven't budged an inch. Africa is 
my home. 
The Revolutionary sees the 
problems and creates the solution. 
We are on the right path because 
we are in a just struggle. There is 
nothing to fear. There is nothing 
to fear. Viet Nam showed us that 
it is the will of the people that 
decides the war. . . applause. The 
U.S. is giving money to North 
Viet Nam for reconstruction. This 
is clearly an admission of guilt. 
When the U.S. dropped the 
atom bomb on Hiroshima It was 
in warning to all third world 
people that the man had 
something in store for us. Third 
World people around the world 
were breaking the bonds of 
colonialism and the threat didn't 
scare us. And it didn't stop the 
revolution. When they shot 
Malcolm they didn't stop the 
revolution. We have to be 
uncompromising. 
In everything there is positive 
and negative. In our situation we 
are overwhelmed by the negative. 
We must speak out for the 
positive. We must come out of the 
myth that the white man has 
perpetuated — that he can't be 
beat. And there is no 
sentimentality Involved. When 
you see the man giving ground, 
push hard and precisely. Don't be 
impatient. Don't practice political 
catechisms, chanting political 
slogans. We want men who can 
think, not robots. 
In 1964, Malcolm 
Africans that we 
responsibility to them and they to 
us. The base is in Africa. We are 
the Vanguard. We divided the 
country on Viet Nam long before 
anybody was talking about Viet 
Nam. Hell No! We Won't Go! 
Nobody can stop the march of 
history — we must push the 
positive. Nkruma said that if you 
want to know the consciousness 
of the people then look at the 
women, because they are the ones 
who produce the nation. Our 
women are strong, naturally. They 
are stronger than the men, 
naturally. We must come together. 
The End 
X told 
had a 
LOW COST 
AUTO INSURANCE FOR 
Students 
$«r« Up To 48% 
Special 
Attn: SINGLE MALES 19-24 
Take 5 Minutes An Call 
For A Personal Quote 
(714) 687-7244 
or Visit 
7601 Arlington Ave. 
Riverside, California 
Credibility gap entertains 
At C.S.C.S.B. 
Last Friday night, Cal State 
College San Bernardino was 
graced with the presence of the 
'Credibility Gap' and singer Penny 
Nichols. 
The two showings had sell out 
crowds. Penny Nichols started the 
show by explaining she was 
misnamed a comedy singer, but 
that she wanted to be known as a 
serious songwriter and singer. She 
came on soft and stoned and 
ended loud and stoned, telling the 
audience she'd had too much 
marijuana. One of her songs 
"Swing Baby Swing Me," 
exemplified her seriousness as a 
singer and songwriter. 
"  . . .  w h o  w a s  t h a t  g u y  
anyway? 
In the back of your car, 
there's no doubt we'll go far. 
MIRO AVIATION COMPANY, INC, 
PROFESSIONALS 
IN ALL FUNCTIONS 
• Service • Flight • Sales 
WELCOME STVDENTS & FACULTY MEMBERS 
A T CAL STA TE 
FACILITIES OFFERED: 
• Paved Runways, Ramps & Parking 
• Finest Maintenance Facilities 
• Hangars & Tie-Downs 
• Radio Shop 
• Paint Shop 
• Upholstery Shop 
• Aircraft Parts 
• Finest Airport Restaurant In Area 
• New & Used Aircraft Sales 
• New Aircraft Rentals 
• FAA Approved 
• VA Approved 
• State of California Approved ^ 
• Published I.F.R. Approach - « -
2 Miles West of Eisenhower High School 
RIALTO MUNICIPAL AIRPORT 
1454 No. Linden Ave. RIalto 
( 7 1 4 ) 8 7 4 - 1 8 1 1  
A SPECIAL WELCOME TO ALL STUDENTS & 
FACULTY MEMBERS AT CAL STA TE 
Richardson's  
Jewelers  
WATCHES 
JEWELERY 
DIAMONDS 
DESIGNING 
CUSTOM JEWELERY 
APFJtA/SAL & REPAIR SER VICE 
882-9511 
Wildwood Plaza 
219 E. 40TH 
SAN BERNARDINO 
On a lazy summer night 
'Neath the soft moonlight, 
the moon above ' 
will know we made love .. 
The 'Credibility Gap' consisting 
of Harry Shearer, David Lander, 
Mike McKean, and Richard Belbe, 
began with a skit on daytime TV 
host shows. Danny Wave's TV 
Show had Batman and Superman 
plugging their new coiruc books 
war on drugs. Superman told a 
story of how he'd had LSD put in 
his drink at a party, and ended up 
in a K Mart with his pants down. 
Batman found Robin lying on the 
floor of the Bat Cave vrith a 
hypodermic in his arm, and a 
reefer in his mouth. It wasn t his 
fault though. A gang of "toughs" 
wanted a joy ride in the Bat car. 
reimiary lofo 
and doped Robin up. 
One hilarious scene involved a 
"Smiling Kop" commercial 
complete with machine gun for 
Columbia School of :Security. 
.. Write in for your free 
matchbook cover to channel your 
creative killing instincts ..." The 
last scene, and one of the best was 
a take off on the Osmond 
Brothers. The Osmond Brothers 
sahg one of their new hits "You 
Can't Judge a Book By the Way it 
Wears Its Hair." The 'Credibility 
Gap' proved its claim to satire 
when they badly lipsinked the 
record with gyrating dancing and 
overly fringed arms. 
Let's hope all our activities can 
be this rewarding. On March 16th 
Alpha-Omega Players ("A.O.P.") 
will present an evening of literary 
enjoyment. The humorous 
stru^le of the battle of the sexes 
will be portrayed in the one hour 
playette "Diary of Adam & Eve" 
by Mark Twain from 7:30 to 8:30 
p.m. From 8:45 to 9:45 there will 
be a one hour special put on by 
our English Department with Ed 
White and our Music Department 
Chamber Singers with Loren 
Filbeck. Then from 10:00 p.m. to 
11:30 "A.O.P." will present a 
play "End Game" by Samuel 
Beckett. In a bare brick shelter on 
a dead land overlooking a dead 
sea, four human beings a>wait 
death, playing out the "End 
Game." 
Don't miss this show. It should 
be one of our better shows this 
year. Students $1.50, non 
students $2.50. 
WELCOME CAL STATE STUDENTS & FACULTY MEMBERS, 
JAY^S 
AUTOMATIC 
TRANSMISSION 
EXCHANGE 
LARGE STOCK OF REBUILTSON 
LAND. WE WANT YOUR BUSINE! 
SO 
THERE ARE' 
PRICES YOU CANT 
TURN DOWN II 
FALCON COMET 2 spMMU 
ISCO-63 SI 2S 
CHEW POWER GLIDE 
195S-72 $135 
BLUCK DYNA FLOW i> 
SPECIAL 1959-63 S13S 
PLYMOUTH TORQUE 
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FORD CRUISO. C-4. 
1955-72 $150 
CORVAIR a TEMPEET 
TORQUE, 1960-UP $150 
OLDS, Pont, Slim Jim, 
196l-i4 ^$1*® 
Pontiac, Olds, Chevy. Cad., 
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1966-72 S17S 
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Mef-ttp work done here. Ex-
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warranty. TT> U» W 
Comer San fidrio. & Foritana Aw. BEE JAYS AUTOMOTIVE 
9683 FONTANA AVE FONTANA 
TiXACO 
•»32-$4M 
une Day Serv^ 
C O U P O N  
Cal State Students & Faculty Special 
This Coupon Entitles You 
To Regular M 1.00 Value 
ILUBE. OIL CHANGE & OIL FILTER For Only 
Includes All this: . n;i tiii«r 
• UD to Five Quarts Quaker State Oil 
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FOREIGN CAR PARTS 
Beck/A mley Distributor 
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 
We Give Student Discounts At Both Locationsl 
1 BLOCK WEST OF STERLING 
25597 E. BASELINE SAN BERNARDINO 
888-6787 
I 
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I 
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Van Andrews 
continued from front pi^ e 
Bent over a Campus Security 
Police car. Van could not manage 
to remove his wig. It remained on 
his head until he reached the 
County Jail for booking, where 
officers were able to remove the 
wig before mug shots were taken. 
Van was jailed from 11:00 p.m. 
to 2:00 p.m. the following 
afternoon. He was lucky enough 
to have a very good time, 
pleasantly slept throu^ breakfast, 
and then was released at 2:00. 
During the trial, Van was not 
represented by C.B. as he was in 
the preliminary hearing, as C.B. 
began receiving too many tickets 
from the Campus Security Police. 
Counsel kept attempting to pin 
Dean Monroe down to clarify the 
alleged threat made against a 
certain professor, but attempts 
appeared to be unsuccessful. Dean 
Monroe repeatedly slandered Van 
throughout the trial, alleging that 
Van made obscene phone calls to 
various high officials of the 
college at 12:00 midnight. 
Dean Monroe, also according to 
informed sources, presented 
various threats to the college, and 
claimed that Van Andrews is 
emotionally disturbed. 
According to this report, a 
tribunal of faculty were in essence 
asking very leading questions of 
Van during the trial. Hiey are: 
Dean Monriel, Dean Perry, 
Professor Greathouse, and 
Professor McDonald. 
The case rests almost entirely 
on the shoulders of Dean James 
Thomas, according to sources, 
who was allotted six (6) days to 
listen to the four-hour tape of the 
trial. 
It was mentioned by a 
par t i c ipant that Van is " . .. quite 
bright but spreading himself out 
too thin. He was pushing it last 
year when he touched too close to 
Pfau's and Monroe's nerves." 
The irony of it ail is that if Van 
went to a campus like Berkeley, 
he'd be just another one of the 
crowd. 
Stay tight for follow-ups of: 
Pfau Fingers Van, McCarthyism 
Lives, OR The Witch Hunt 
Continues. 
WELCOME STUDENTS & FACULTY AT CAL STATE 
SUPER 
LONG 
DRESSES 
•10 
Sizes 3-13 
SALE 
BABY WE'VE GQT YOUR STYLE!!! 
U N D E R  N E W  
M A N A G E M E N T  
SHORT 
DRESSES 
$ 6 
Sizes 3 -13 
BLOUSES 
$1.50 
$2.S0 
$3.50 
SKIRTS 
50 n 
Sizes 3-13 
purchase 
expires Feb. 28th 
SFOHTOWCAR 
aos INLAND ClNTeO On. 
•AN oonNAnoiNe 
Mon.-Thurs. 10 • 6 
Fri.  10-9 
Sat. 10.6 
Sun. 11:30 >5 
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Senator introduces booze legislation 
Sacramento — State Senator 
Mervyn M. Dymally re-introduced 
legislation to repeal the 
requirements that off-site sale of 
alcoholic beverages cannot be 
made within specified distances 
from college campuses. 
"Each year this bill is killed by 
the opposition of a tiny group of 
liquor dealers who have previously 
obtained exemptions from the 
present limits, and want to keep 
everybody else from getting the 
same treatment," the Los Angeles 
Senator said. 
The bill, Senate Bill 139, would 
apply only to package sales of 
b^r, wine and liquor, and would 
not affect regulations dealing with 
on-site sale near colleges, Dymally 
pointed out. Sale would still be 
prohibited on campuses, or to 
anyone under 21. 
The bill has the support of the 
UC Student Lobby. 
FINAL 
The City Council of Davis will 
consider a resolution soon to 
support the bill. A representative 
of'the Mayor's office pointed out 
that "it's not only students who 
are inconvenienced by the present 
l a w .  T o w n s p e o p l e  a r e  
inconvenienced by the 'dry zone,' 
too." 
"Current law says that package 
sales cannot be made within IV2 
miles of a college campus. But at 
least 25 exceptions and 
exemptions have been passed, 
varying the distance at different 
college sites," Dymally said. "And 
it is legal for a package store to 
deliver within the V/i mile zone." 
"As a result, the present law is 
little more than a farce, one which 
gives special breaks to some stores 
and package firms, while 
discriminating against others," he 
added. 
He pointed out that the student 
who wishes to purchase beer or 
liquor merely drives to the nearest 
package store and makes his 
purchase. 
He added that "The underage 
student who is going to make an 
illegal purchase, is not going to be 
deterred by having to go beyond 
the IV2 mile distance from 
campus." 
Dymally said his proposal is also 
in line with society's increasing 
recognition that college students 
are young adults, and should not 
be protected "as though they 
were children." 
"The bill doesn't change the law 
which still prohibits sale to those 
under 21. It merely recognizes 
that many college students are 
over 21, married and with 
families, and resent being treated 
as though they were still 
immature youngsters," said 
Dymally. 
MG * JAGUAR * HILLMAN • ROLLS ROYCE 
FIVE FLIGS 
FOREIGN AUTOMOTIVE 
W£ REPAIR ALL MAKES & AlOOflS 
ACCURATE DIAGNOSIS • PAIR PRICING 
gFOREIGN CAR REPAIR H 
EXPERT 
MECHANICS 
TRAINED & 
EXPERIENCED 
CALL 
CLOSE-OUT 
OF ALL STOCK FROM MISSION BLVD. NURSERY. 
EVERYTHING REDUCED TO CLEAR. DON'T MISS THIS 
LAST OPPORTUNITY TO GET TOP QUALITY MER­
CHANDISE AT A FRACTION OF THE REGULAR PRICE. 
THESE ARE JUST A FEW OF THE FANTASTIC PRICES. 
WE'RE OPEN EVERY DAY FROM 8 A.M. TIL DARK. 
SPECIALS IN OUR TROPICAL FISH STORE 
REG. SALE 
GLASS CATF!SH ,, 1.29 .79 
CHINESE ALGAE EATERS . .79 .39 
LORETTATETRA 89 .49 
KISSING GOURMIS .99 .59 
RED VELVET SWORDS .99 .59 
WHITE CLOUDS .29 6/ r®  
MIXED PLATTIES .69 .39 
SUNNYMEAD BLVD. NURSERY 
23930 SUNNYMEAD BLVD. 
SUNNYMEAD 653-7810 
883-5116 
OPEN 8 A.M. TILL ? ? ? • CLOSED SUNDAY 
PKK UPIDtUVlRY AND TOW SERY/Cf 
3939 NORTH E ST. SAN BERNARDINO 
(Just Over Little Mountain) 
FERRARI • VOLKSWAGEN * CITROEN • AUSTIN • FIAT 
IVelcome & best wishes to the students & faculty at Cal State 
from 
Shaklee Distributors 
IN BARSTOW CALL 
256-0556 
LLOYD BRUMAGE 
"WE'LL CALL ON YOU" 
Welcome students & faculty at Cal State 
MOBILE HOME^ALES 
OFFER 
THE FINEST SELECTION 
M 
LOOK!! 
14 Foot WIdo 
2 Bodfopmt 
FOR 
ONLY 
'7995 
Indvdhtff ^Irthtg, 
Patio Awning A Carport 
OiuvtRY AND srr UP 
MADY TO UVi IN 
A RtAl OMATMOBIU 
HOAU COM! IN AND 
" PLUS A LARGE DISPLAY OF 
MANY FINE COACHES 
REMEMBER: 
THIS PRICE or $7995.00 INCLUDES! 
•FULL LENOHT AWNINO 
•FULL LENGTH CARPORT 
The Only Ixtret Are S% teler Tex A 1f7» llcenae Pee* 
TRAIL'S END 
MOBILE HOME SALES 
1121 Calimesa Blvd. Callmesa 795-3815 
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Axemen, 
rUACTlCAL HINTS FOR SHAVING. 
How to Sharpen a Razor, Keep tlio Face Smooth. CoCor !h9 
Beard. Cure Pimples, and Various Preparu^lont., 
for the Face. 
1. 'fo MAKM .A GOOH tiAZnii S-niov, tiiko a ploco of an old, 
h^atlidr belt, wblnh Ims Imji-u used on sonic tbiosbliie' niucUiuo 
or fitfiLury machinery, cut it narrow aiul o'.l U welj. No beltci 
sU'op in use. 
3. Take a piece of new kip leather and oil it welt with wapoii 
i;ro.isc. Re sure md tu tnlcc the gtvaw) from tho outside of tliu 
wheel, as it is lillod with too iiiucli dust and dirt. 
, 3. No 0110 shaving hiaiself should nogioct Uic use of 
7i«W, oragood face wusli after siiavlng. It keeps the skin 
smo'ilh uml soft, and iiuikes slmving an eixfiy tusk, 
i. One of the best and ohea)HiSt washe-> for the fauo; tu use 
after sluxviiig, is tlie following: 
2 ax. Glycerine, 
1 oi .  Tinciure HffiW/Pi. 
I oz. Rose Watf.u 
OK'fKX'l.lf. SlLll'INCi Clx't:A.\r. 
.\ «iuiic:es oil of ninionds. 
itiiiins whlu; wav, 
J ili.oo-. 
Melt, iomI (old I'o.-i- wuli'c. -i onnees; oviiiigc llowi r vinlor, 
ouoi-v; 11^ d I.O .soiicii the skin, apply as llitt last 
j./oc/D /-OJ: /•VV.'GAW; 77//-; /.v .//.". 
2 ounces rolognc. 
1 dr. lic'piid harishorn, 
2 (Irs. liiH (MIX'* Caiithai'iiii's, 
li «lio]is oil ixjsiim.iry, 
, 12 dioj.s lavciuU-r. 
-M'p'y h' the faee daily, and awuil. nsidt. Said to lie jidialile; 
. / CI 7.'/-; j(h\' PI MCI A-v f;A' 77//: i- \cr:. 
50 carliolic acid, 
.1 o/. ;;ly'.i.iiiie, 
I ij/. H.;%c water. 
'I'lii.s ia <1111- ol the be.d uti.l safest remialiCH In iisi-. Many of 
the so ealted /'/»«/i.'« do iiiuro injury lliiiii gtHi l 
A". / A'A'AV/'.S' ircff 0I.\'T.\[[:NI. 
I poiun.! olive oil, 
1 puiiiid sin t. 
2 ounces alkanel root. 
MGI^uimI uiaeerale. nnlil i-oiored , tlien sirain. .^e.l uiM 2 
•miiees of ahiin, iiitni and stiljdiale of zinc, ill very liui; powder, 
ihldin.L.'vermiilion to cador il, aiul oil of.aiilse-si'i ii, laveiiiler 
and tiiyiiie to uat'fumo. 
•A C.OOI> P.l/OU-SrPOV PASTE. 
\i'el the sl'op will: a lltlli: swiud. .dl, and apply a iiitJi' ilou! 
.>1 ••iiiery eveiily over Mie Mufaee. 
CtJl TORD'S AflAMPOO COMPOUXJJ. 
Yy lit. of borax, 
\y lb. of sails tarbir. 
Jllx and dissolve I "iiuce, of the mixltivo In 1 jtiiilor wut«tr. 
llocU to Take Cai^e of the 
To pievtuit ebapjiing and ronghness of the haiuU, M.IU) 
slniuht be used veiy sparine.iy and (lit: liands should nevi-r be 
washed jiisl iHSfora going out of iloors. Jf tim hands are io-
elined to tie rouglt. It is l)e..sC to use a liltio nitiUou tallow nfier 
uucit wa-biiig. 
Hiu.'ksKiii, kill, dogskin, or oilier forms01 leather, shoutd be 
worn iiieold weutlier. .Silk and woolen glovus and miltens 
iiru more likely to produce rutighiiess. 
To VVIiiton the Hands. 
AVush tlie haiid.s in water eontnlning a few drops of bay 1 mn 
and aiiiiiumiu. 
Or, lakn one half teaciiprul of cologne wafer, nnd nnothciof 
lemon juice ; seiape into it two cakes <»f Rrown Windsor soap. 
Mix well and let it hiirdeu. This will be an excellent soap fur 
whileiiiiig lite hands. 
To Whiton the Nails. 
2!j ilr.iins tlihitod Siilplniric acUl, 
l.'f drains tim.Uirc of iiiynli, 
ounces ram water. Mix. 
First vash ilie hands willi ciisllle soap, and then apply & 
little of she above wash. 
ChGpjiod ik'-mds. 
Wasis the hands In water us hot as can be borne; thtni nppJy 
innllvu tallow, fosmoliue or a liltlo carbolic acid UIKI wafer. 
SOMfTHfNG UNIQUr WITH THf MOST COMPlFTf CHOICE IN THE HIGH DESERT 
LARSON NATURAL FOOD 
WELCOME TO OUR JUICE BAR 
OPEN 
7 DAYS 
Come In 
and Browsa — 
Speak with June 
Vitamins • Minerots • Salt FrDe Foods • Soaps & Shampoos 
Bread • Natural Juices • Allergy Foods • Nuts • Dried Fruits 
• Raw Dairy Products • Juicers • Ail Diet Needs 
• Cosmetics • Honey • Pure Herbs A Teas • Cookies 
if ORGANIC VEGETABLES A 
FRESH JUICES Besi wishes & welcome students & faculty at Cal State 
Ik ALTA-DENA PRODUCTS OilC 01AT 
Victorviiie ^ 
iiMrnytMiiiituiimiiiuwMiiiiiiyMMiniiiiiiMiiiHffiMiiMmmmmiMuiiiiuiMiMiimiHiiiiiiyiMiiiyiuiyiiiuiuyMiyiiiuiiiiiAUUiiiiuiuiuyi^ 
14182-A Hesperia Rood 
ITIS NOW! RiCHT NOWf 
SPECIAL 
»68~' 3 MONTHS STARTING MON., FEB. 19 
A PRICE EVERYONE CAN AFFORD • WHY PAY MORE FOR LESS? 
1.  NO CONTRACTS 
2. FULLY EQUIPPED WITH 20 
DIFFERENT PIECES OF 
EQUIPMENT. 
3. SWEDISH SAUNA ROOM 
4. ALL EQUIPMENTS SAUNA 
INCLUDED IN PRICE. 
5. DIRECTED BY JUNE FULCHER 
WITH 20YRS. EXPERIENCE 
6. GUARANTEED RESULTS WHEN 
OUR PLAN IS FOLLOWED 
CALL 862-2240 
or coffle by 25781 E. HIGHLAND (3 Blks. from Del Rosa across from Thrlity's) 
9 A.M. to 9 P.M. - MON. thru FRI. 
WELCOME STUDENTS&. FACULTY MEMBERS A T CAL STA IE 
VENUS DEMILO REDUCING & FIGURE SALON 
25781 E.HIGHLAND AVE. e HIGHLAND CORNER OF STERLING 
June Fuicher 
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THE VULCANTE 
jdrology can put one in touch 
•one's most basic urges as 
th§"fccur in cycles. Astrological 
tation can provide the 
for dealing with and 
nding occurrences as they 
and reappear within an 
Hdual's particular birth 
im. 
forecast is given for the sun 
s. From the 23rd of Feb. 
the 28th of Feb. we will be 
le first ten degree period of 
, which is Pisces, ruled by 
ne. The inner sense is 
,ly developed and one's 
nahu« is very sympathetic. On the 
29ft the sun will move into the 
second deacon of Pisces which is 
sulKuled by the Moon. The 
individual will experience strong 
feelbgs along with a keen 
imifbation which needs to be 
guarded from becoming 
hypersensitive. People born in the 
sign of Pisces are particularly kind 
and loving, showing affection to 
aninuls and people in distress. 
Rsceins are very much in touch 
wifttheir feelings; and at times so 
sensitive to what others are feeling 
that it can create a very distressing 
situation to the Piscean recipient. 
Forecast for your sign at birth: 
Aries - 3/20 - 4/20 — Fiery 
ruled by Mars planet of aggressive 
eneny (War). Denotes enthusiasm 
for enterprises. Friends: Leo, 
Si^ttarius, Gemini, Aquarius. 
Favorable days for you now are 
Feb. 25, and March 2, 5, 6; 
unbvorabie one is Feb. 27. 
Your energies are very high this 
month. Love life at this time 
should be very passionate; 
however, don't get carried 
^oiRboard and slip into a hasty 
raarriagerSoing will be good after 
Feb. 6th. 
Taurus - 4/20 • 5/21 — Earthy 
ruled by Venus, planet of love and 
harmony. Denotes stability with 
determination pace. Friends: 
Vi^o, Capricorn, Cancer and 
Pisces. Favorable days Feb. 27, 
March 4, 7, 8; unfavorable ones 
Feb. 23 and March 2. 
Work done in seclusion or 
isolation (mentally and/or 
physically) will be your best. Be 
cautious Feb. 6th as Venus is in a 
bad aspect to Neptune. This may 
put you in a situation; your 
desires are strong but also the 
strong possibility of injury and 
scandal associated with those 
desires. 
Gemini — 5/22 - 6/21 - Airy 
ruled by Mercury, messenger and 
c o m m u n i c a t o r .  - D e n o t e s  
temperament for constructing and 
working with concepts. Friends: 
Libra, Aquarius, Leo, Aires. 
Faborable days are March 4, 7, 8; 
unfovorable ones are Feb. 24, 25, 
and March 2. 
You can successfully deal with 
all challenges coming your way. 
"Don't bother me, I can't cope!" 
was last month. This time you wilt 
help and use influential people 
around you. On March 5 Mercury 
is retrograde, meaning that it is 
apparently moving backwards. 
Your intuition may be stunted, 
thus worry and melancholy may 
dominate your personality. You'll 
snap out of it by the 6th of Feb. 
Cancer — 6/22 - 7/23 — Watery 
ruled by the Moon, psychic and 
introverted. Denotes feelings for 
tilings and results. Friends: 
Scorpio, Pisces, Virgo, Taurus. 
Favorable days are March 4, 8; 
unfavorable ones are Feb. 26, 27, 
and March 6th. 
Your mentality is very quick 
a n d  v e r y  .  .  .  h o w  y o u  
say . . . shrEWD! You are 
especially sensitive to phases and 
transits (movement from one sign 
to another) of the moon. When 
the moon is in a water sign expect 
strong and psychic feelings; when 
in air signs expect your sense of 
intuition to be acute; when in 
earth signs expect practicality to 
be your best judge; when in fire 
signs you will have the ability to 
move outwards especially easy. 
Leo - 7/23 - 8/23 - Fiery ruled 
by the Sun, giver of life and all 
vital energies. Denotes will power 
with persistence. Friends: Aires, 
Sagittarius, Gemini, Libra. Your 
favorable days are Feb. 25 and 
March 6; unfavorable ones are 
Feb. 26, and March 1, 2, 8. 
Watchout! Think beyond your 
superficial feelings so as not to act 
impulsively. Along with regular 
physical cleaning try some mental, 
emotonal, and spiritual as well. 
On Feb. 26 the Sun will square 
Neptune. This aspect is bad for 
health and may create annoying 
psychic conditions. Prepare things 
in advance of the 26th so as to 
avoid negativism. 
Virgo - 8/22 - 9/22 - Earthy 
ruled by Mercury, messenger and 
communicator. Denotes ability 
for guidance and analysis. Friends; 
Taurus, Capricorn, Scorpio, 
Cancer. Favorable days are Feb. 
27 and March 8th; unfavorable 
ones Feb. 25; March 3, 4. Capture 
ideas and feelings that you usually 
let slip and slide to the back of 
your mind. On March 5th you 
may tend toward over-caution in 
your dealings. Try to keep your 
memory clear and effective. Does 
it hit home base! 
Libra - 9/22 - 10/23 - Airy 
ruled Venus, goddess of Love, 
Beauty, and Balance; the arts. 
Denotes mental activities for 
equalizing things. Friends: 
A q u a r i u s ,  L e o ,  G e m i n i ,  
Sagittarius. Favorable days are 
Feb. 25th and March 2nd; 
unfavorable ones are Feb. 27th 
and March 5th and 6th. 
Your temperament is at a high 
level for inner understanding of 
things. On the 6th of March, 
Venus-is in (Usharmony with 
Neptune creating a bad 
environment to deal with friends 
drugs, and you'll find yourself 
having difficulty in expressing 
yourself emotionally. Integrate 
your hunches with your 
emotional expression and hope 
for the best. 
Scorpio - 10/23 - 11/22 -
Watery co-ruled by Mars and 
Pluto, planets of psychic and 
a g g r e s s i v e  e n e r g i e s  b e i n g  
emotionally forceful. Denotes 
demanding emotions. Friends: 
Pisces, Cancer, Virgo and 
Capricorn. Favorable days are 
Feb. 23, 27th and March 5th; 
un&vorable ones are March 2nd, 
7 t h  a n d  8 t i i .  
You can definitely benefit 
yourself and others through 
teaching and giving guidance as 
y o u  a r e  m e n t a l l y  b r i g h t ,  a l e r t ,  a n d  
argumentative; all good attributes 
for teaching. Writing should also 
be profitable for you. There is, in 
your nature, a need to demand 
Feelings from others. Sit a little 
m a n  o n  t h e  t o p  o f  y o u r  n o s e  a n d  
let him watch this tendency of 
yours. 
Sagittarius - 11/22 - 12/22 ~ 
Fiery ruled by Jupiter, planet of 
benevolence and expansion. 
Denotes mental and physical 
outgoingness. Friends: Aires, Leo, 
Aquarius, and Libra. Favorable 
days are Feb. 24th, 25, March 2, 
a n d  6 t h ;  t h e  o n l y  u n f a v o r a b l e  o n e  
i s  M a r c h  4 t h .  
If you're planning to move, now 
is the perfect time, all this month. 
W o r k  w i t h  t h e  i l l  o r  
INSTITUTIONALIZED will be 
appreciated. Your loving feelings 
are demonstrative. >}/riting should 
be fun for you now and especially 
communicative to others. 
Capricorn — 12/22 - 1/20 — 
Earthy ruled by Saturn, father 
time. He'll MAI^ you on time, in 
time, by the time it takes to tell 
the time, all the time! Denotes 
practicality with goal in mind. 
Friends: Taurus, Virgo, Pisces, 
Scorpio. Favorable days for you 
are Feb. 24th, 25, and March 5, 
8th; unfavorable one is March 6th. 
Relationship with relatives is 
harmonious now. If you are away 
from them, give 'em a call — 
splendid, charming. Your feelings 
are calm and you are in a good 
position to be ruled by optimism. 
You may have the opportunity to 
travel, investigating new things. 
On Feb. 4th the Sun is in a bad 
aspect with Saturn. This could 
spell illness, obstacles, and delays. 
If they strike, deal with them 
optimistically. 
Aquarius — 1/20 - 2/18 — Airy 
ruled by Uranus and Saturn, fast, 
sudden, and lofty changes. 
Denotes insight with independent 
ideas. Friends: Aries, Sagittarius, 
Gemini and Libra. Favorable days 
are Feb. 25th, 28th and March 
1st, 2nd, and 6th; the only 
unfavorable one is March 8th. 
Y o u ,  A q u a r i u s ,  p e r c e i v e  
brilliant mental perceptions as if 
they were fireworks and you will 
serve a cause. If you be on your 
P's and Q's now, you might be in 
a good position to receive favors 
f r o m  s o m e  i n f l u e n t i a l  
acquaintance. Do you dream a 
lot (day dreams included)? 'Cause 
if you do, some of them are on 
the verge of coming true. On 
March 1st and 2nd the Moon will 
be in Aquarius rousing your 
imaging faculties and quickening 
thought. ~ A good time to be 
around close, appreciative friends. 
Pisces — 2/18 - 3/21 — Watery 
ruled by Neptune planet 
channeling mystic, subtle energies, 
conveying deep hidden talents. 
Denotes emotion and imagination. 
Friends: Cancer,,Scorpio, Taurus, 
Capricorn. Favorable days for you 
are March 3rd, 4th, and 8th; your 
only unfavorable one is Feb. 25th. 
Your birthday is coming up 
within thirty days and you should 
be in a powerful psychic bag akin 
to Christmas. The only thing 
wrong with you Pisceans is that 
you usually say no when you 
mean yes — and yes when you 
mean no. And a lot of times you'll 
do things against your better 
judgment; which is terrible for 
y o u  t o  d o .  O n  t h e  t h i r d  a n d  
fourth of March the moon will be 
in Pisces giving you feelings 
aplenty strong, but around the 
fourth and fifth these feelings will 
be hard to express positively. It 
will be best for you to do things 
that you really enjoy doing to 
stay ahead of Melancholy and 
Laziness., 
Women's Lib Crashes Happy V.D. Dance 
SALES & ESTATES 
 GOODMAN 
WELCOME STUDENTS & 
FACULTY MEMBERS AT CAL STATE 
EVERYONE'S JEWELER SINCE 1907 
Gives rou Moee 
• seevice • seiecr/ON • cuD/r 
• DIAMONDS . WATCHES 
STAR-B»IT6 LONGINBS ACCUTRON SIIHEO EQUIP 
TRU-LOV6 WIHNAOIR BULOVA STEREO EQUIP. 
ART-CARVEO RIVERA TIMBX SMALl /IPPLUNCES 
ALL REPAIR DONE BY 
SKILLED CRAFTSMAN ON OUR PREMISES 
889-2797 
401 NORTH E 
SAN BERNARDINO 
3 LOCATIONS TO SERVE YOU -
889-4488 
124 INLAND CENTER 
SAN BERNARDINO 
882-6351 
17159 FOOTHILL 
FONTANA 
V i f -
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By BIFF BIZARRO 
A-LEAGOE 
ACter a shaky start at the 
beginning of the season, the 
Spades have vaulted to the top 
spot in league play. Moving into a 
tie for first place, the Spades 
edged by the Mother Truckers 69 
• 66. 
Robert Thomas and Michael 
niomas combined for 41 of the 
team's 89 points in defeating the 
previously undefeated Mother 
'Truckers. Saar was high man for 
the M.T.'s with 19 pts, as John 
Nagel scored 13. 
Bouncing back later in the 
week, the Mother Truckers 
soundly downed the Honkies 74 -
63. John Nagel, finding his 
hot-spot, hit for 22, vdiile 
Hickman had 24 for the Honkies. 
The Cavaliers, finding their first 
win of the season, beat the 
Honkies 64 - 57. After their 
stunning win over the Spades at 
the season's start, the Honkies 
have found going very tou^. 
Some bench strength is needed to 
i m p r o v e  t h e i r  g a m e .  
League-leading scorer Frank 
Larigione was almost half the 
Cavaliers himself as he scortched 
in 31 points. Alan Conley, also a 
shortstop in the off-season, hit 24 
for the losers. 
The Spades continued their win 
streak and stopped the Cavaliers' 
streak at one. The score Spades 
67, the Cavaliers 61. Doing what I 
feel he should be doing more 
often, shooting, David Wheaton 
led all scorers with 27 points. 
League Leading Larigione 
(L.L.L.) again was high man with 
20 points for the Cav's. 
A LEAGUE STANDINGS 
W 
Spades 3 
Mother-Truckers 3 
Cavaliers 1 
Honkies 1 
BEST iV/SHES TO THE 
STUDENT BODY & FACULTY A T CAE STA TE 
Flaesf ia Food ond Cockfoils • lunckeom Dimien 
OPEN 24 HOURS OAIIY - 7 DAYS 
MOTEl - 674-2173 
CASINO - 674-3158 
SPA - 674-4471 
HIGHWAY 71-
2MILES S. ELSINORE EXIT 
Sahara Cleaners 
& Laundry 
FOR QUALITY CLEANING, 
FRIENDLY SERVICE AND 
THE MOST ATTRACTIVE 
PRICES IN TOWN! 
WE WELCOME STUDENTS & FACULTY 
MEMBERS AT CAL STATE 
I 201 E. 40th SANB-DINO 
B-LEAGUE 
In games played on February 
9th and 16th, there were some 
surprises and some expected big 
wins. The Recreation^ League, 
which is experiencing its first year 
at CSCSB, is proving to be a 
winner among some of our shorter 
basketball stars on campus. 
Although a lack of height exists, 
so does basketball excellence as 
seen in the fast-breaking, 
controlled defense game of Los 
Mai OS. 
Playing first on the 9th, Los 
Malos devastated Alpha Kappa Psi 
87-33. Equal-balanced scoring was 
provided by Dan Ochoa, 18 pts., 
A. Landcaster, 17 pts., and Randy 
Svoboda, 16 pts. High point man 
for Alpha Kappa was Kent vrith 
19. 
Continuing the following week, 
the fast break was too much for 
Los Malos' next opponent, the 
Pollacks. Pacing Los Malos again 
was Dan Ochoa with 24 pts., 
leading to a 75 - 16 victory, 
stretching the unbeaten string of 
Los Malos to 4 games. Scoring 14 
more for the victors was Jerry 
Tripp, while Luster scored 6 high 
ones for the Pollacks. 
The Avocados, meeting a strong 
oncoming Faculty, bottled up 
Frank Reyes as the T.E.I.S. won 
their 3rd game in a row by a score 
of 60 - 35. 
T.E.I.S., on a streak after losing 
their opening ball game, might 
prove to be a test for the 
hard-running Los Malos. Having 
more height and perhaps having 
played more on the CSCSB home 
court through the past years than 
other teams, will give T.E.I.S. the 
edge. Leading scorer for T.E.I.S. 
was Greg Price with 17 pts., Carl 
Wagner, 10 pts., and Walt Oliver, 
10 pts. 
Fortunately for the Avocados 
they were able to bounce back the 
next week. Taking over the 
scoring was Reisenhofer for the 
Avo's as they downed the D.T.'s 
47 - 30 as O'Connor scored 8 
pts. for the D.T.'s. None could 
score higher. This reporter 
wonders why Sam Miller could 
not get hot? 
Heads, Hands and Balls finally 
getting it together again, perhaps, 
has found the answer to plugging 
up the middle with the 
re-entrance on the scene of 
veteran forward-center Mike Ross. 
Hauling down rebounds was 
needed as Stan Kielman again 
topped H.H. and B. with 21 pts. 
as they walloped Alpha Kappa Psi 
33 • 20. While Kielman rested, 
Alan Coffeen decided to get some 
new shoes and start shooting as he 
added extra baskets. High man for 
the Frat brothers was Kent with 8 
pts. 
The Pollacks attempting to 
break into the win column failed 
again as they succumbed to the 
D.T.'s 37 - 21. 
Dropping in 16 pts., Sam Miller 
showed his hot hand in wreaking 
havoc on the hapless Pollacks. 
Look forward to an exciting game 
coming up — Alpha Sigma Psi vs. 
the Pollacks. 
B-LEAGUE STANDINGS 
W I 
Lios Malos 4 0 
T.E.I.S. 3 1 
Avocados 3 1 
D.T.'s 3 2 
Heads, Hands, Balls 2 2 
Pollacks 0 4 
Alpha Kappa Psi 0 4 
Tuesday, the 27th — Table 
Tennis Invitational Tournament 
Everyone welcome regardless of 
ability! Be there for playing al 
3:00 in gym, room 122. 
Wednesday, the 28th — Chess 
Invitational Tournament. 
Everyone welcome regardless of 
ability! Be there for playing at 
5:00 p.m. in gym, room 122. 
Bring your own board and 
chessmen. 
Welcome & best wishes to the students & faculty at Cal State 
OPEN 7 DAYS 
SUN. THRU THURS. 1 1:00A.M. TO 12 MIDNIGHT 
FRI. & SAT. 11:00 TO 4:00A.M. 
FOOD TO GO 
Banquet Room Ample Free Parking 
889-5823 
761 N. Mt. Vernon San B'dino 
IN THE HEART OF MOTEL STRIP 
WELCOME INN OF AMERICA 
V F I  r n K T c l  nHH -ALL ON ONE FLOOR 
TMW 1 IIBiSB (Formerly Town & Country Motel) 
Your Home Away from Home « COLOR TV IN EVERT ROOM 
• HEATED SWIMMING POOL 
• AIR CONDITIONED ROOMS 
• KITCHENETTES 
COMMERCIAL RATES 
JAMES R. & JUANITA M. DUFF 
UNDER NEW 
MAN A GEM E NT 
684-2400 
1910 UNIVERSITY AVE. 
RIVERSIDE 
WELCOME & BEST WISHES TO THE STUDENTS & FACULTY AT CAL STATE 
EDMONDSON'S 
M ARINE AND OTORCYCLE 
COMPLEIE LINE 
OF MARINE 
PARIS ANP 
SERVICE DEPT. 
Authorized SAUS R SERVICE 
WRIEDT BOATS 
DON & DA VE 
EDMONSON - OWNERS 
16791 LAKESHORE OR. (4 Corners) ELSINORE SI 
